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CHAPTER I
I NTRODUCTI ON
Learning in contrast with maturation, is an enduring
change in a living individual that is not heralded by
genetic inheritance. It may be considered a change
of insights, behavior, perception, or motivation, or
a combination of these. 1
On 26 July 1948, President Henry S. Truman signed Executive
Order 9981 which said in part:

"There shall be equality of treatment

and opportun ity for a 11 persons in the Armed Forces."
In reviewing literature on equal opportunity in the military,
it became apparent that a comprehensive model for the development of
equal opportunity educational programs has not been conducted.
M. Kathleen Carpenter, a former Deputy Assistant Secretary of Defense
for Equal Opportunity (Man-power, Reserve Affairs, and Logistics), in
an article in the Defense 80 Magazine, stated:

"In an environment

where most commanders are 'mission-oriented,' equal opportunity
training is frequently not viewed as an integral part of combat
readiness, although the entire unstated purpose behind the program
is to enhance combat readiness.,,2 Most literature relating to equal
opportunity in military organization needs does not communicate with
the educational requirements of these programs.
The military structure of the Nebraska Army National Guard (NE ARNG)
has and continues to operate on the principles of discipline, command
and staff relationships, and rank structures.

The authority to operate

in this type of environment is directly related to the power vested
formally and informally within individuals, their position, their
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relationships, and their military rank.

Military responsibilities

are vested in the commander and implementation of programming is
either mandated from higher authority or initiated under the sanctions
of the commander.
Douglas McGregor with his Theory X and Theory Y hypothesizes
that X individuals assume that people prefer to be directed.

His-

torically, this is closely aligned to old Army discipline and standard
operating procedures.

McGregor felt that management needed practices

based on a more accurate understanding of human nature and motivation.
His development of the alternate theory of human beh(l.vior, "Theory Y,"
is correlated with the present trend in the Army's management system.
The National Guard's Equal Opportunity program was a mandated
program in compliance with federal laws and directives from higher
military and civil service headquarters.

Since its inception in

1973, this program has faced obstacles which historically go back
to the basic fabric of human relations in the society and nation.
The issues of racism, prejudice, discrimination, sexism, and antisemitism are attitudes which are emotional and can be very explosive.
Certain aspects of this program's planning which have an
impact on those decisions necessary for good program planning also
have an impact on the relationships of the program planners and the
client group.
Although membership in the National Guard is open to eligible
Americans of every race, color, and creed, it has only been during
the past several years that the number of minority group members in
the Guard has increased significantly.3

3

In the past eighteen years, the National Guard Bureau (the
administration liaison for state guard units) has greatly increased
its efforts to recruit additional minority group members.

The program

formally began in November, 1966, when the Bureau's Office of Equal
Opportunity and Civil Rights was activated.

The staffing and operating

responsibilities for the new office were established in accordance
with Title VI of the Civil Rights Act of 1964 and Defense Department
Directive 5500, II, "Nondiscrimination in Federally Assisted Programs."
The Bureau then published its regulation, NGR 25/ANGR 30-12,
which provided guidance for the states to assure their minority
programs complied with the Federal Act of 1964 and the Department of
Defense Directive.

In addition, seminars were conducted across the

country by the Civil Service Commission and the Office of the Chief
of Staff, Department of the Army, to assist the states in establishing
guidelines and techniques in the management of their Equal Opportunity
programs. 4
During Fiscal Year 1970, the Bureau's Office of Equal Opportunity and Civil Rights was redesignated as the Office of the Special
Assistant for the Equal Opportunity to the Chief, National Guard
Bureau (NGB).
During Fiscal Year 1970, the Guard's new recruiting option,
"Try One in the Guard," was also begun.

The "Try One" program was

created to increase the enlistments of prior service members in
the Guard and to encourage enlistment extensions among current Guardsmen.

The program was of major significance in increasing the number
5
of black enlistments in the Guard.
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From a statistical viewpoint, equal opportunity in the
National Guard system is working.

Questions can be asked to-what

degree mesaures are being applied to determine why it is working. Race
appears to be a factor in measuring potential enlistment for the
National Guard.

Blacks and other minorities have a higher entrance

rate in the National Guard than whites.

This was evidenced in the

spring of 1976 when the influence on career choices and enlistment
intentions of young men was surveyed by the National Guard Bureau.
As in years past, the number of blacks, women, and other minorities
continued to rise in the Army National Guard (ARNG) during 1980.
Was the positive climate an inducement for increases in
minority enlistment? Was it a structured program implemented with
staff responsibilities? Was it the ripening of the social climate
of this country?

These questions deserve a more indepth study.
Justification for the Study

The military leader must stay abreast of the racial climate
within the unit in which he or she serves. 6 If one accepts the premise
that combat readiness is degraded when women and minorities do not
have the opportunity to achieve their full potential and when units
are beset with intragroup tensions and conflict, the conclusion must
be that equal opportunity and combat readiness are more than casually
related.

Throughout the Department of Defense (DOD), however, not

enough has been done to articulate this connection; this is an area
where a great deal of study and research are needed. 7

5

Officials in the Nebraska Army National Guard rely on federal
funding for 96 percent of their budget.

The Guard has an authorized

personnel strength of approximately 4,700 people.

This state military

organization is federally recognized and is covered by Title VI of the
1964 Civil Rights Act for Equal Opportunity compliance.

Title VI

prohibits discrimination on the basis of race, color, or national
origin ir any program which receives federal funding.
When there are qualified recruitment resources available,
statistical discrepancies (e.g., only one female black officer, no
female warrant officers) indicate a need for a better understanding
of the total Equal Opportunity (EO) program.

In order to enhance the

combat readiness and mission effectiveness of the Nebraska Army National
Guard, a model development of this type is necessary to strengthen
relationships.
Statement of the Problem
The specific purpose of this study was to design an instructional design model for the Equal Opportunity Education program for
the Nebraska Army National Guard.
The Broad Problem
The Nebraska Army National Guard relies on the population of
Nebraska and its surrounding states for its enlistment demographics.
In 1973, the National Guard BUreau issued directives for establishment
of Equal Opportunity programs within each state and territorial Guard.

6

To date, no formal educational program has been developed for an
effective Equal Opportunity Educational program.

This is a par-

ticularly sensitive issue for states with low percentages of minority
populations or for those with units with exclusive female participation.
There is a pressing need for an indepth study of the existing
educational programs for equal opportunity in order to determine
the practicality of expanding the program into more systematic and
longer-range efforts.
Definition of Terms
Adjutant General (AG).

Military head of each state National

Guard, usually a one- or two-star general officer.
Analysis of congruency.

A process of determining the relation-

ship of operational objectives to educational objectives.
Brigade.

A tactical and administrative unit composed of a

headquarters, one or more units of infantry or armor, and supporting
units. The unit is usually commanded by a colonel. S
Department of the Army (DA).

An executive department under

the direction of the Department of Defense.

Responsible for the

operation and management of the United States Army and directed by the
Secretary of the Army.
Department of Defense (DOD).

An executive department of the

government consisting of the Secretary of Defense, the War Council,
the Joint Chiefs of Staff, joint staff and joint agencies, as well as
the Departments of the Army, the Navy, and the Air Force.
by the Secretary of Defense. 9

It is headed

7

Division.
five brigades.

A military unit normally consisting of three to

The unit is usually commanded by a two-star general

(Major General).
Educational objective.

Defines the kinds of behavioral outcomes
that participants are invited to seek in specific areas of content. 10
Equal Opportunity Education program.

Department of Army and

Army National Guard educational activities to eliminate prejudice and
discrimination toward racial and ethnic minorities and women, to
promote harmony, and to develop attitudes supportive of unit teamwork. 11
Filter (organizational purposes).

A figurative filter for

processing and screening out those purposes not in line with the
organization-.
Filter (feasibility).

A figurative filter for processing and

screening out those purposes that are impractical because of limited
or unavailable resources of the organization.

The resources include

personnel, materials, budget, etc.
Filter (interest of participants).

A figurative filter for

processing and screening out those purposes that do not fall within
the scope of interest of the participants.
National Guard Bureau.

Administrative agency under the

Department of Defense responsible for the administrative coordination
of state and territorial National Guard units.
Noncommissioned officer (NCO).

An enlisted soldier appointed

in pay grade E-4 or higher, excluding specialist, normally to fill

positions wherein the qualities of leadership are required. 12

8

Noncommissioned officer academy (NCO academy).

NCO school

where various courses and training operations for NCO's or future NCO's
are performed.
Operational objective.

Used to identify the things that will

be done to improve the quality of the organizational resources for
meeting the educational needs. 13
Regiment.

Administrative and tactical unit on a command level

below a division or brigade and above a battalion.

The commanding

officer is usually a colonel. 14
Sixth U.S. Army.

Army area region in the continental

United States in the western part of the nation.

Responsible for

those reserve components located in the region.
Unit Discussion Leaders Course (UDLC).

Training for selected

unit members to assist commanders in carrying out their EO programs.
Assumptions
In the present study, the following assumptions were made:
1.

The responses to the questionnaire were accurate and valid.

2.

The Nebraska Army National Guard Equal Opportunity program

was in accordance with the National Guard Bureau and the Department of
Army Equal Opportunity guidelines.
Del imitations
1.

The study was limited to the Nebraka National Guard.

2.

Validation of the design model was limited to the survey

evaluations.

9

Organization of the Remainder of the Study
The remainder of the study is organized

in the following

manner:
Chapter II presents the review of literature on Army programs,
individual development, and the development of the systems model.
Chapter III provides a historical description of the Nebraska
Army National Guard.
Chapter IV includes the method of the study.
Chapter V presents the data in the study.
Chapter VI presents the summary, conclusions, and implications.

10

Footnotes
(3rd ed.;

New

p. 1.

2Kathleen Carpenter, "New Directions for Equal Opportunity,"
Defense 80 Magazine (Washington, D.C.: U.S. Government Printing
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3National Guard Almanac, Inc., Minorit Membershi
National Guard (Washington, D.C.: Moore and Moore, Inc.,
p. 79.
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5Ibid ., p. 79.
6Carpenter, op. cit., p. 8.
7Ibid ., p. 8.
8Army Regulation 310-25, dated October 15, 1983, p. 105.
9Ibid ., p. 85.
10Malcolm S. Knowles, The Modern Practice of Adult Education,
Andragogy versus Pedagogy (New York: Association Press, 1977), p. 126.
llNational Guard Regulation 600-21, dated March 13, 1981.
12Army Regulation 310-25, op. cit., p. 167.
13Knowles, op. cit., p. 126.
14Army Regulation 310-25, op. cit., p. 167.
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CHAPTER II
REVIEW OF THE LITERATURE
A review of the literature on equal opportunity training and
education in the military uncovered only limited information.
Traditionally, the training available has dealt with the basic
mechanics of affirmative actions and equal employment opportunity
in a civilian environment.

Literature on equal opportunity/human

relations for public and private institutions traditionally followed
the design of developing and accomplishing affirmative actions which
were developed from statistical and evaluative assessments.

An

instructional model which utilized adult learning theories and the
parameters of awareness, behaviors, and attitudes was not

found.

Army Programs
The Department of the Army's (DA) last regulatory explanation
of education and training for equal opportunity purposes was "Efforts
by DA activities to eliminate prejudice and discrimination toward
racial and ethnic minorities and women; promote teamwork."

Using

this definition for guidance leaves the parameters of education to the
imagination of each commander.
Previous to this definition, the Army's goals for Reserve
Components Race Relation/Equal Opportunity Education programs were
to foster an atmosphere of racial and ethnic harmony within each unit,
and to insure upon mobilization the behavior of all personnel.

This
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was to be accomplished in consonance with the principles underlying
the Department of Army Race Relations and Equal Opportunity program.
The early education programs were designed to accomplish the
objectives of providing sufficient historical background in the cultural heritage and lifestyles of minority groups in the United States
and to create a respectful

awareness of ethnic differences.

This

would be accomplished through an understanding of the psychological,
social, and cultural causes of prejudice and discrimination.
The Sixth U.S. Army's method of implementation encompassed
its educational plan and unit level training.

The educational plan

outlined specific areas of training responsibilities.
would receive special training from a DA team.

General officers

All battalion and

higher commanders would receive the race relations orientation for
leaders.

Unit race relations officers were responsible for develop-

ing and conducting race relations training within their units.
Prior to the development of a Race Relations Education program,
an analysis of the unit's racial climate would be accomplished.

The

number of training hours devoted to race relations and equal opportunity training was the function of the analysis.

The analysis considered:

type of personnel in unit--rank structure, age, educational level,
racial/ethnic breakdown, basic unit functions or missions, social
climate of unit to include unit morale and troop participation in
unit activities, and nature of the surrounding community.
The initial phases of instruction focused on supervisory
personnel, commencing with officers and progressing down the chain

13

command through the E-5 level.

After the supervisor phase was

the troop phase was initiated.
The classes were organized into small seminar-type groups with
than twenty students.

This gave the students the opportunity

express their feelings freely and honestly.
Presently, there is no uniformity in the structure or organizaequal opportunity education into the One Army System from one
to the next.

The present system implemented in the NE ARNG

udes the following:
1.

Genera 1
a.

Education in equal opoprtunity requires continuous

of all personnel.
n~nn~"m

The goals of an effective educational

must be periodically reviewed and revised to meet current needs.

satisfy this requirement, the program contained in this regulation
developed.
b.

Education in equal opportunity is institutionalized in

Service School system at all levels so that officers know
r responsibilities.

Education for noncommissioned officers (NCO's)

ists of formal instructions given at non-commissioned officer educasystems (NCOES), NCO Academy, and any other leadership and
opment courses in the Nebraska Army National Guard.

Emphasis

placed on the recognition of potential problem areas, on methods
techniques for preventing such problems from arising, and ways
dealing effectively with such problems.

Education for officers

ists of formal instruction on how to develop and conduct an
ve EO program, affirmative action plan development and imple-

on, and providing EO education and training.

14

2.

Unit Training.
a.

Unit training consists of two hours of EO instruction

each training year.

This instruction is developed by the unit

Commander to address the EO needs of the unit.

Unit Commanders insure

that all recruiters, career counselors, and retention specialists also
receive the two hours of EO instruction with a unit in their assigned
area.

Specialized training, developed by the EO staff office, is also

provided for all recruiters, career counselors, and retention specialists
to provide them the awareness necessary to identify the needs of
minorities and females.
b.

The concept of unit EO training is to encourage unit

participation and discussion.

Topics could include, but not be limited

to, minoritj contributions, EO policies and procedures, sexual harassment,
complaint procedures, or prejudice, discrimination, racism, and bigotry.
3.

EO Training.
a.

Equal opportunity officers/NCO's at battalion and

separate unit levels must have training from the Unit Discussion
Leaders Course (UDLC).
b.

Equal opportunity personnel at the brigade level or

above must be trained at the Equal Opportunity Management Institute
(EOMI).

School quotas are allocated through the State Equal Opportun-

ity Officer (SEOO) in the Support Personnel Management Office (SPMO).
c.
Unit Dicussion
4.

EO representatives from units may also attend the
Leaders Course (UDLC).

Guidelines for EO Training.
a.

The general objectives of the ARNG Equal Opportunity

15

prog ram a re to:
(1) Support and reinforce the goal of

establi~hing

and maintaining harmonious personal and group
relationships among all ARNG personnel
(2) Eliminate both the existence and the perception
of existence of personal and institutional
discrimination.
b.

The specific learning objectives are:
(1) To facilitate and improve the soldier's understanding of the entire equal opportunity program
for the ARNG.
(2) To inform unit members about potential sources
of minority/gender dissatisfaction and interracial/
intersexual tension in the unit and about what
the Unit Commander is doing to remove any grounds
for dissatisfaction and tension in specific areas.
(3) To increase the soldier's understanding and acceptance
of different cultural modes.
(4) To provide the chain of command with contemporary
information and feedback on the status and progress
of the Equal Opportunity program.

5.

Guidelines for Establishing and Maintaining an Equal
Opportunity Training Program.
a.

Commanders are responsible for insuring that each

organization has a relevant and viable equal opportunity education
and training program.

Commanders establish education and training

-------_._............ ------

..

------_ ........... __ . . . . ----_.----------
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requirements for subordinates, consistent with command needs and local
conditions.

Content and development of local programs is

lef~

up

to individual commanders.
b.

The following guidelines/suggestions are provided to

assist commanders in determining the appropriate training criteria
best suited for their units:
(1) Determine the level of awareness and the degree
of knowledge of equal opportunity of senior officers
and NCO's assigned to the organization.
(2) Select the best method of training based on the
results of the initial survey of basic needs.

To

assist in the development of equal opportunity
training, the Army has developed DA Pamphlet 60042, Unit Equal Opportunity Discussion Outlines, which
outlines 13 suggested equal opportunity topics that
commanders may use.
(3) Once the commander determines the topic and method
of presentation, the instructor is designated and
the time and training sites are established.
(4) Commanders assure that training is scheduled and
attendance is mandatory for all unit personnel.
Adequate compliance monitoring procedures must be
implemented to assure quality of training and maximum
participation of all members of the command without
exception.

--- ....

_----------------------------
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6.

Training Tasks.
a.

To achieve specific objective (1-4b(l):
(1) Clearly outline DA/NGB(AG)po1icy on equal opportunity.
(a) NGR 600-21.
(b) NE ARNGR 600-21.
(c) Local policy and goals.
(2) Assure that all individuals are informed and understand ARNG and unit selection/promotion procedures.
These selected procedures include discretionary
acts that directly or indirectly affect Guard
personnel career opportunity/progression (promotion,
awards, schooling, etc.) as well as unit procedure
for duty detail, assignment, etc.
(3) Assure that all leaders are informed and understand
the ARNG's position on:
(a) Degrading/abusive treatment.
(b) Unequal punishment for comparable offenses.
(c) Discriminatory use of discharges.
(d) Majority/minority/gender-based favoritism within
the chain of command.
(e) Sexual harassment.
(4) Explain and outline the purpose and goals of
affirmative action plans.

b.

To achieve specific objective (3-4b(2):
(1) Provide discussions and educational programs to inform
individuals on the nature of attitudes, perceptions,

18

and interpersonal behavior.
(2) Provide continued discussions and educational _programs
to inform individuals on the effects and consequences
of degrading/abusive language, threats, insults, and
harassment when directed toward others.
(3) Explain and discuss the nature and consequences of
institutional discrimination and how it might occur
within the unit.
(4) Provide discussions on the expectations of minorities
and women for legal and practical equality.
c.

To achieve specific objective (1-4b(3):
(1) Provide discussions and unit educational programs to
educate all individuals on racial, minority, and women's
background/history/military experience.
(2) Provide discussions and unit educational programs that
clearly demonstrate both the negative and positive
aspects of:
(a) Cultural symoblism.
(b) Group polarization.
(c) Peer group influence.
(3) Provide discussions and unit educational programs
that center on the role and expectations of women in
the ARNG.

d.

To achieve specific objective (1-4b(4):
(1) Provide continuous training to the chain of command
on methods and procedures for measuring troop attitudes,

----------,
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perceptions, and results to determine if equal
opportunity objectives have been achieved.
(2) Provide training to the chain of command on methods and
techniques for assuring that unit selection procedures
are nondiscriminatory.
(3) Provide training to the chain of command on the analysis
of evaluation of unit military justice statistics.
(4) Provide training to the chain of command on complaint
procedures. l
Basically, the Equal Opportunity program is involved in all
aspects of personnel actions of the organization's workforce.

This

must include the administration and management of the equal opportunity
staff, but must also include the responsibilities and objectives of
the total organization.
Idealistically, staff selections should include individuals with
humanistic models.

This task has its limitations and sometimes

requires support systems to allow survival of the humanistically
oriented staff personnel in a task-oriented behavioristic organization.
Learning is a process of life not unique to children or adults
and prejudice is acquired through the process of learning and is not
hereditary or genetically linked.

Using this theory as a basis for

model development, strategies of eliminating prejudice and discrimination can be developed.

If prejudice is acquired through experiences

based on half truths and false data, additional positive experiences
are required to correct the deficiencies.
Problems arise when the curriculum is applied to the differing

20

groups within the organization.

In the Nebraska Army National Guard,

certain groups control the flow of learning resources which have an
impact on the learning process.
The rank structure, age, sex, color, and religion of individuals
make up only a few of the groupings in the workforce.

Unwillingness

to change behaviors is reinforced by some leaders who do not see a
necessity for change.

The intersection of individuals, groups,

individual values, and group values direct the realm of influence on
any group in the organization.

Traditionally, blacks and other minori-

ties are not a substantial part of the composition of the major groups
which have the decision-making powers for the organization.
Individual Development
One of the misconceptions in the American cultural heritage
is the notion that an organization is also a social system that serves
as an instrumentality for helping people meet human needs and achieve
human goals.

In fact, meeting human needs is the primary purpose for

which people take part in an organization and when an organization
does not serve this purpose for them, they tend to withdraw.

So few

organizations have a human purpose.
Adult education is an available means to organizations for
furthering organizational and human needs.

Both work purposes can be

furthered to the extent that adult education can be used to develop
the competencies of personnel to do the work required and thus accomplish the goals of the organization. The use of adult education to help
personnel develop their competencies can enable them to work up the
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ladder of Maslow's hierarchy of needs from physical, safety, social,
and esteem to self-actualization.
An educational need is something to which persons should aspire
for their own good, for the good of an organization, or for the good
of society.

It is the gap between their present level of competencies

and a higher level required for effective performance as defined by
the learners, their organization, or society.2 The more concretely
individuals can identify their learning aspirations and assess their
level of competencies, the more exactness can be achieved in intrinsically
defining their own educational needs.
Greater motivation is required for learning when there is a
dichotomy between individuals' aspirations and assessments and those
of the society and/or organization from which they must function.

On

the other hand, more effective learning takes place when the individuals'
needs and aspirations are congruent with those of the organization and
society.
When persons develop a state of tension resulting from unsatisfied needs, these persons are considered motivated.
spring from a variety of needs,

Motivation may

ranging from those that are largely

physiological in origin to those that are primarily psychological, such
as that engendered by a conflict in religious belief.

A motive may

appear as a generalized need for achievement or it may be specifically
associated with a need to obtain a particular reward.

The person's

aim becomes the reduction of tension which can occur only as the need
is wholly or partially satisfied.
Obviously, motivation plays a central role in learning.

Students
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who are highly motivated work purposefully and energetically.3
Intrinsic motivation is that tendency to activity that arises
when the resolution of tension is to be found in mastering
the learning task itself; the material learned provides its
own reward. . . .
Extrinsic motivation occurs when a person pursues a learning
task for reasons that lie outside it . . . . When a learning
goal is extrinsic, it is obvious that once the goal is met
there ceases to be any point in remembering the learned material
. . ..
When motivation is wholly extrinsic, no matter how
hard the study, we may expect that understanding, retention,
and transfer will be much less than when the material is
learned for the sake of the learner. 4
Obviously both types of motivation work, in the sense that each
leads to some degree of learning.

However, since the material learned

through extrinsic motivation does not in itself serve any purpose to
the learner, educational psychologists consider this type of motivation
less desirable.

This is because the learners tend to forget what they
have learned as soon as the extrinsic purpose is met. 5
A crucial element in the art of the adult educator is skill
and sensitivity in helping the relevant parties assess the educational
needs of individuals, organizations, and society, to negotiate some
congruence among them, and to stimulate the translation of needs into
interests. 6 Techniques available in this undertaking are described
later in this and succeeding chapters.
There is a very strong relationship between the management
of the program and adult acceptance of the basic concepts of nondiscrimination and fair play.

These concepts are humanistically oriented

and must interact with the military's authoritarian and behavioristic
power structure.

It is very difficult, but necessary, to have the

Equal Opportunity program receive a strong and positive commitment from
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the organization's leadership.

A survival environment must also be

established to address an individual's concerns that can be met so
the individual has the security and can focus on the business at hand.
William Perry's intellectual development model 7 lends itself
to many equal opportunity comparisons.

His nine positions or stages

addressed in this study apply to examples of equal opportunity situations.
These positions can lend themselves to the development of and change
in individual's attitudes and beliefs.
The higher the numerical value of the position, the closer the
competencies are to the organization's expectations of positive competency
requirements.

If an equal opportunity action were envisioned and a

response projected for each of the nine positions, the following might
be rationalized:
Position 1:

Basic Dual ity.

of world taken for granted.

Assumption of dualistic structure

Right vs. wrong; good vs. bad.

Believe in

an all-knowing authority, resulting in behavior such as conformity and
obedience.

Willpower and hard work earns rewards.

Rationalization.

Blacks have a higher unemployment rate as

compared to whites; therefore, anyone can find work if they are willing
to put in a day's work and not wait for welfare.
Blacks are lazy.
Position 2:

Multiplicity Pre-legitimate.

perceived, but not believed as real.
are "wrong."

Multiplicity is

Others who do not think the same

Authority maintains important position; however, individual

believes the authority is unprepared and may not be equipped to rule.
Marking this state is confusion.
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Rationalization.

Why must persons go out and ask blacks if

they want to work for them?

If they want to work, why do they. not

apply like everybody else?
Position 3:

Multipl icit,y Subordinate.

with some of its implications.

Multipl icity accepted

Trust in authority still exists as

an ideal; however, it is no longer seen as threatening.
Rationalization.

I do not see why people should be hired just

because they are black; however, I do believe in equal opportunity for
alL
Position 4:

Multiplicity Correlate or Relativism Subordinate.

Duality restructure in complex terms.
and there are no absolutes.

Persons have their own opinions

The individual accepts that others think

differently; however, there is still confusion.
Rationalization.

I know blacks have not had it easy in the

past; however, neither have the Irish.
Position 5:

What do blacks want?

Relativism Correlate, Competing.

Relativism

perceived as the way of perceiving, understanding for the sake of
learning, not because someone thinks the individual should learn or
fear something.

The authority figure is accepted but without implica-

tions for the future.
Rationalization.

Research minority histories and find out

what has had an impact on where they are today.
Position 6:

Commitment Foreseen.

The individual must come to

terms with the past and begin to predict the future.

Commitment to

the future is seen as a necessary step but has not yet been taken.
change in thought structure can lead to confusion.

The
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Rationalization.

Blacks have not been recruited in the past;

however, an affirmative action plan can increase enlistment and hiring
of blacks.
Position 7:

Initial Commitment.

Acceptance of original self-

experience and choices with implications for the future.
Rationalization.

Implement an Upward Mobility program.

This

will increase opportunities for our present employees in deadend positions.
Postiion 8:

Orientation in Implications of Commitment.

Implica-

tions for future and the decision of the commitment are realized.
Responsibilities for the commitment are explored.
Rationalization.

Equal opportunity affirmative actions will

increase productivity by increasing community involvement.
Position 9:

Development Commitment.

Individual accepts

responsibilities and sees the commitment as a vehicle of self-expression
of capabilities.

Sense of being in one1s own life.

Rationalization.

The affirmative action program has hired

many minorities; however, one personally finds the program to be of
tremendous assistance for personal growth.
While Perry1s nine positions were modified to generalize
equal opportunity actions with illustrated responses, all nine positions
are required to illustrate collectively the entire spectrum from passive
to active activsm.

It should also be noted that equal opportunity is

in itself a very broad and extensive subject which encompasses
tremendous similarities and differences.

Each topic is positioned on

a different level as it relates to each individual.
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A paper by Even, "l i fe-Span Development Psycho logy:

New

Perspectives for Adult Education Researchers," gives a generic outline
of 28 assumptions and findings that summarize the scope and requirements
which must be met educationally to facilitate the needed affirmatively
oriented changes.

The application of Perry's nine positions and

Even's 28 educational assumptions facilitate the instruction model from
an equal opportunity and educational perspective.
The life-span theory cannot and should not be expected to change
society, but can be used to examine persons and their relationships
with other humans.

The relationships between the life-span theory

approach and equal opportunity concepts are in need of testing and
replication.
The iristructional strategies, methods, and climate for learning
should be developed to influence positively adults' establishment of
a new or reinforced life structure.

Without this input, managerial

practices will continue to be developed from a behavioristic model,
and hiring, promotions, transfers, training, and other personnel actions
will lack the legitimacy to interact with all groups in society.

The

instructional strategies of the model should be designed around the
generic outline.
The generic outline of such assumptions and findings is:
1.

life phases unfold in stages and succession creating
age linked periods of transition stability throughout
adulthood.

2.

In each successive stage, certain life issues or adaptive
tasks are internalized and become priorities of concern.

3.

All apparent stabilizations are temporary, lasting
three to five years.
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4.

Passing of time creates pressure on one's life structure
to change.

5.

People change their life structure repeatedly ove~ time
(an individual's external life situation and its internal
meaning) .

6.

The forces created in change of life structures cause
changes biologically, culturally (social expectations),
and individually (one's conception of self and adult reality).

7.

The changes which are made reduce dissatisfactions with
outgrown limits of former life structure.

8.

The changes in life structure are notable events in life and
usually include a fore-dream of vision of future structure
and a mentor from whom advice is sought to make the change.

9.

There is potential--the changes are growth-producing for
the individual but may include nongrowth crisis.

10.

The future state is substantially different with new tasks,
ideas, and perceptions to be learned successfully.

12.

Internally the change is unsettling. Regression, accommodation, and integration of change characterize "passage."

13.

There is always a change that a person may try to avoid and
thus influence further movement/shift or change.

14.

For each person, there is a different social reality and
means of "passage."

15.

In each "passage" there is an adjunct personality reorganization which provides qualitatively different frames of
reference for the experience and patterns of exceptions,
emotion, and thought.

16.

Change is not culture-bound but humanly inherent.

17.

The adjacent psychological developments are interrelated
with moral reasoning, motivation, interpersonal behavior,
and cognitive style.

18.

The interrelated subjective pattern of behavior represents
a holistic and hierarchical integration of thought.

19.

People go through stages in order. People at lower stages
cannot understand the reasoning, language, perceptions, or
personality dynamics of those at higher or older stages.
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20.

When going through "passage" to the next stage, the change
occurs through reconciling discrepancies between expectations and perceived events, but only solidified as"rea1ity
in their use. Not meeting expectations could create crisis.

21.

It is necessary for a person to tryout new roles, expose
oneself to new reasoning and behavior of the next state
in various transitional acts. There is a series of small
changes which create new character structure.

22.

Development can stop at any level and few adults reach
the higher growth stages in any developmental sequence
before changing again.

23.

The stages are inherently internally bound events which
guide individual thought processes and life directions.
They are the key to individual life perceptions.

24.

Change in biological structure not related to psychological
social structure creates internal crisis.

25.

The external forces of social, culture, philosophy, family,
and other interests influence each person differently and
subjectively creating uniqueness.

26.

In each change, vulnerability elicits new tolerances of
onese If.

27.

For growth.to occur, challenges need to be slightly greater
than the individual's present coping abilities so that
"stretching".occurs but is not overwhelming so that a person
retreats from the change.

28.

Forces change over time and can produce crisis, as in
death or health occurrences. 8

For military members who are willing to confront and eliminate
the problem, the tools are available.

The military needs only to

build on the "progress" it has made.

The Air Force is far ahead of

civilian society in racial sensitivity and sophistication; it must
continue to educate and re-educate all military members if it is to
keep pace with the dynamic changes in interracial/interpersonal re1ations. 9
Because the instructional model also involved the utilization
of groups, the next step was to review literature on group dynamics
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and interaction.
The Development of the Systems Model
In order to provide background materials for a conceptually
designed model, the following systems models are presented as partial
illustrations of the total conceptual framework for the design model.
Griffiths observed that the boundaries of the various systems
and subsystems, suggested by tangential circles, are permeable, thereby
permitting interactions between the systems and their environments lO
(see Figure 1).

Organization
System
Environment
Suprasystem

FIGURE 1
Organizations Viewed as an Open Social System
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Lonsdale modified and expanded Griffiths' original model
depicted in Figure 1 (see Figure 2).

Lonsdale observed that "the

individual person finds himself functioning in the organization not only
as an individual, but also as one who occupies a certain role within the
social system in the organization. 11

The Cu lture

The Organization

FIGURE 2
Individuals' Role and Function within the Organization
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The "individual or self" occupies the role of "teacher" in the
Nebraska Army National Guard.

According to Lonsdale, this is- "a situation

possessing a number of useful implications for anyone interested in
analyzing, predicting and perhaps controlling organizational behavior.

The Culture

Nebraska Army
National Guard

Section
or Unit
Teacher

FIGURE 3
Levels of Interaction of the Individual and the Organization
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Parsons suggested:
. . . the structure of an organization may be analyzed from
the point of view of the suborganizations or roles which
participate in the functioning of the total organization.
They perceived that their social system theory was isomorphic
to administration. Thus, their theory can be used as a
model for thinking about and analyzing administration. 12
Through a hypothetico-deductive analysis of Parsons' suggestion
Getzels and Guba developed a nomothetic-idiographic model (see Figure 4).
ORGANIZATIONAL (NOMOTHETIC) DIMENSION
Institution

----~)

Role

---~~

Expectation

/

Social
System

~ Observed
Behavior

~

Indi vi dua l---~) Personal i ty

~

Need-Di spos iti on

I

PERSONAL (IDIOGRAPHIC) DIMENSION
FIGURE 4
Getzels-Guba Model

Griffiths commented on the concept underlying the GetzelsGuba model:
Administration is conceived structurally as the hierarchy
of subordinate-superordinate relationships within a social
system; and functionally this hierarchy or relationship is
the locus for allocating and integrating roles and facilities in order to achieve the goals of the social system. 13
Anderson and Van Dyke explained the dimensions of the GetzelsGuba social systems theory:
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The social system is thought of as being made up of two
dimensions: the institution (the nomothetic dimension)
and the individuals within the institution (the idiographic
dimension). Each dimension has certain needs and dispositions which are in constant interaction. 14
Sweitzer stated that the institutional and individual dimensions
15
Since the two
of the Getzels-Guba model interpenetrate one another.
dimensions are interpenetrable, a third dimension, referred to as
transactional, becomes a blend of the other two dimensions and is
composed of the elements of group, climate, and intentions.

Sweitzer

further stated that the individual and institutional dimensions,
together with the transactional dimension, operate within and interact
with a larger environment. 16 The model depicted in Figure 5, adapted
by Getzels and Thelen from the Getzels-Guba model, illustrates the
transactional movement observed by Sweitzer.

Ethos

---~)

t
INSTITUTION

THE
~
SCHOOL------ " t
AS A ~ ). GROUP
SOCIAL
~ ~
SYSTEM
INDIVIDUAL

t

Organism
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r
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t
EXPECTATIONS "-

ROLE

t

CLIMATE
~
PERSONAL lTY

$.

Values

.

Cons t 1 tut lOn

t
t

)
~

NEEDS - - .
Potential it"ies

FIGURE 5
Dimensions of the School as a Social

~GOAL

INTENTION

System

BEHAVIOR
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Getzels suggested the types of conflict one might expect to
occur through implementation of the system illustrated in

Fig~re

5:

"Role-personality conflict, role conflict, and personality conflict."l?
Role-personality conflict occurs as a function of the discrepancies between
the pattern of expectations attached to a given role and the pattern
of need dispositions characteristic of the incumbent of the role.
Role conflicts occur whenever a role incumbent is required to conform
simultaneously to a number of expectations which are mutually exclusive,
contradictory, or inconsistent so that adjustment to one set of
requirements makes adjustment to another impossible or at least difficult.

Personality conflict occurs as a function of opposing needs
and dispositions within the personality of the role incumbent.18

The "Middle Range Theory" of a Systems Model
Stogdill developed a "middle range theory," derived from his
analysis of previously cited theories, systems, environments, administration, and reviews of research. 19 Stogdill discovered that previous
theories placed an overemphasis on certain elements and ignored other
elements, especially group purposes and norms, expectations as an
input variable, and group achievement.

Stogdill regarded an organized

group as an input-output system (exchanges members and values with
its environment) in unstable balance. 20 It was not assumed that an
absolute equality exists between input and output, but a higher degree
of equivalence was assumed since in order to increase output above
a standard level some increase in input energy or values seems necessary. 21 The structure of Stogdi 11' s theoreti ca 1 system is di agrammed
in Figure 6.
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MEDIATING VARIABLES
Formal
Role

MEMBER INPUTS
- Behaviors
Performances
Interactions
Expectations

Function
Status
(Purpose,
Norms)

GROUP OUTPUTS
Achievement

Respons i bi 1ity
Authority
(Operations)

Productivity
Morale
Integration

FIGURE 6
Inputs - Outputs

A statement of general purposes defines the part adult education
is expected to play in helping the institution accomplish its total
mission; it delineates the social and institutional goals the program
is authorized to serve; it provides both a sense of direction and
specification of limits for a program; and it conveys the educational
philosophy or system of values that should govern choices among
alternative lines of action and according to which the worth of the
program will be judged by the institution.
Summary
The review of literature emphasized several factors which lent
importance to the development of the instructional model.

This review

suggested the following:
1.

The Army EO programs are very structured by tasks and are

strongly regulation-based.
revision.

The programs require

periodic review and

For National Guard units, the programs are more restrictive

with less time being allotted for training and little guidance given
to adapt to National Guard requirements.

- - - - - _.. _ - - - - - - - - - - -
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2.

Individual development is needs-oriented and motivation

plays a central role in learning.

Greater motivation is requjred for

learning when there is a difference between individual needs and the
needs of the organization.
3.

Will i am Perry's i nte 11 ectua I development mode I I ends i tse If

to equal opportunity comparisons and illustrates the spectrum of individual attitudes and beliefs.

The participants' attitudes and beliefs

fall within the nine stages and vary in accordance with whichever topic
is addressed.
4.

Dr. Even's "Life-Span Development Psychology" provides a

generic outline of 28 assumptions that educationally facilitate the
premise of the instructional design model.

It provides the window that

will be used to examine the participants and their experiences which
provide an insight to change in their attitudes and beliefs.
5.

The literature of the systems model

summarized interactions

of systems as viewed by Griffiths, and the expansion of systems for an
individual with a certain role as viewed by Lonsdale.

The instructional

design model also integrated the Getzels-Guba model as analyzed by
Parsons to identify strategies to analyze behavior.
6.

Role-personality conflict will occur when a number of

expectations are exclusive, contradictory, or inconsistent.
The application of the review of literature has been applied
from non-traditional EO associations to EO areas with perceptions,
attitudes, and behaviors.
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CHAPTER III
NEBRASKA ARMY NATIONAL GUARD
The National

Guard of the United States

Early American History
The National Guard dates back to 1636 when home defense "train
bands" in several Massachusetts Bay Colony settlements were incorporated
in the Colony's first formally structured military force, the Old
North Regiment.

As the years passed, more and more militia companies

were brought into regimental organizational structures in all the
colonies, giving each colony a cohesive military force rather than
scattered bands.
By the time of the American Revolution, each colony possessed
a well-organized military force in the form of a militia drawn from
all able-bodied men in the colony.

So well-established was the

militia concept that the writers of the Constitution empowered Congress
to "provide for organizing, arming, and disciplining the militia."
First known as the Volunteer Militia, the National Guard
acquired its present name as the result of a farewell visit to the
United States by Lafayette in 1825 when a New York militia unit
adopted the name "National Guard" in deference to the revered French
officer who commanded France's famed "Garde Nationale."
The National Guard Today
Since that time, national military policy has evolved and the
availability and readiness of the National Guard as a Federal reserve
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force has been enhanced.

Throughout its long history, the Guard has

participated in all United States conflicts, from the early co.lonial
campaigns to the Vietnam War.

It is now the nation's largest organized

reserve force; currently there are some 500,000 officers, men and women.
As part of the reserve forces of the U.S. Army and U.S. Air Force,
the Army and Air National Guards.are organized, trained, and equipped
to be available in times of national emergency.

A unit may be ordered

into federal service by the President in the event of a national
emergency.

Guard units are under the control of the state governor

unless under a presidential mobilization call.
Dual Status
The most distinctive feature of the National Guard is its
dual status as both a federal and a state military force.

As

such, it is responsive to both national defense and local emergency
needs.

In its primary function, it is the largest organized backup

for the U.S. Army and Air Force.

It is earmarked by the Department

of Defense to provide the initial, rapid-reaction augmentation of
the Army and Air Force in any emergency requiring expansion of the
active military forces.

Its important secondary mission is to augment

state civil authorities during disasters and disturbances that exceed
the capabilities of local or state civilian agencies.
By the dual federal-state role, a single body of soldiers and
airmen, with a single outlay of money for training, equipment, facilities, and administration, fulfills two vital tasks--national defense and
support for state civil authorities.

Guard members throughout the country
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are on duty in disaster and emergency areas virtually every week as
part of their state responsibilities. l
Nebraska Army National Guard
The history of the Nebraska National Guard can be traced to
the early frontier days when Nebraska settlers, constantly fearing
Indian attacks, realized the need for military protection.

Independent

militia companies were organized to render services in all emergencies,
whether Indians, floods, fires, tornadoes, or riots. 2
With the occurrence of the Indian uprisings in 1854, the need
was recognized by the Territorial Government for organized military
protection.

In December of that year, Acting Governor T. B. Cuming

issued a proclamation urging the citizens of the Territory of Nebraska
to organize in their respective neighborhoods into volunteer companies.
The first unit organized was the Omaha Guard Second Company ("Fontanelly
Rifle Rangers").

This unit took part in the Sioux Indian "Cat Fish"

war in 1855 near Elkhorn, Nebraska and the Pawnee Indian uprisings
in 1859 near Battle Creek, Nebraska.
When news of the Civil War reached Nebraska, the First Nebraska
Infantry was mustered into federal service, ten companies strong,
under Colonel John M. Thayer.

Five companies embarked on the steamboat,

West Wind, for St. Joseph, Missouri on July 30, 1961.

A week later, the

other five companies embarked and the regiment was assembled at Pilot
Knob, Missouri.

The regiment served with distinction in its first

major engagement at Fort Donelson, Tennessee, on February 13-16,
1862.

On April 7, 1862, the regiment distinguished itself by breaking

--

--------------_ ..._-----
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the enemy line at Pittsburg Landing (Shiloh) while serving on the right
flank of General Grant's Army, Lew Wallace's division, and Thayer's
brigade.

The First Nebraska participated in engagements at Corinth,

Sycamore, Chalk Bluffs, Red Bands, Cape Girardeau, Milford, Jacksonport,
Clarnedon, and many other hotly contested battlefields in Missouri,
Tennessee, Arkansas, and Mississippi.
The regiment was reorganized as the First Nebraska Cavalry
on October 11, 1863 and served as a mounted regiment involved in
skirmishes until recalled to Nebraska on August 13, 1864 for service
against the Indians while stationed at Fort Kearney.
mustered out of federal service on July 1, 1866.

The regiment was

The First Nebraska

Cavalry, Nebraska Militia, was reorganized and mustered in again
June 1, 1869 for action on the Nebraska-Kansas border and was mustered
out November 1, 1869.
When, at the outbreak of the Civil War, the First Nebraska
Infantry had been mustered into federal service, feeling ran high
among the settlers against the removal of the troops.

They felt the

soldiers were needed at home to protect lives and property.

During

the Indian uprisings in the summer of 1862, Acting Governor A. S.
Paddock wired the War Department that the Territory had neither money
nor credit, but if subsisted and paid by the Federal Government, the
Territorial Militia could handle the situation.

Authority was given

Paddock to use all necessary precautions to protect the settlers.
The result was the organization of the Second Nebraska Cavalry with
Colonel R. W. Furnas commanding.
In April of 1863, the Second Nebraska was ordered to Sioux
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City where it joined the Army under General Alfred Sully against the
Dakota Indians.

During the summer's campaign, after the troops were

seasoned by skirmishing with the Indians, the major engagement was
fought on September 3 and was known as the Battle of White Stone Hills.
On November 30, 1863, the Second Cavalry was mustered out of service.
During the next twenty years, various independent companies
were organized and served with the First and Second Regiments when
these cavalry units were called for service in the intermittent Indian
campaigns.

During this time, the Pawnee Scouts wee organized (1865)

under the command of Major Frank North and in the same year, the Omaha
Scouts under the command of Captain Edwin Nash were organized.
regiments of Negro troops were organized on July 28, 1866.

Two

These

troops composed the Ninth and Tenth Cavalry, U.S. Army, and were
stationed at Fort Kearney and various other posts along the Platte.
On February 28, 1881, the State Legislature established a
Nebraska military code.

The military organization before this had

been known as the Nebraska State Militia and was composed of independent
companies.

Under the provisions of the new military code, these

companies were transferred by general order to the Nebraska National
Guard on July 5, 1881.

This code also reestablished the Office of

the Adjutant General which had been abolished in 1871.
By the Battle of Long Pine of 1890-91, the Guard had greatly
expanded. General Colby, from his Headquarters First Brigade, Nebraska
National Guard at Beatrice, was able to dispatch the First and Second
Nebraska Regiments and several independent militia companies to
Nebraska's northern border.

These years marked the end of the Indian
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campaigns.
Until mobilized into service for the
the Guardsmen saw little active service.

Spanish-Americ~n

War,

On the President's call,

both regiments were mobilized at Lincoln in April 26, 1898.

Each

regiment was presented with a strand of colors by General John M.
Thayer and on May 10, both regiments were mustered into the United
States service.

Nebraska furnished 4,016 men forming three regiments

of infantry and one troop of cavalry.
The First Nebraska Infantry, commanded by Colonel John P.
Bratt, went into encampment at Camp Merritt, California and sailed
from San Franciso to Manila on June 14, 1898 aboard the transport
Senator.
The ·Second Nebraska Infantry, commanded by Colonel C. J. Bills,
moved to Camp Thomas, Georgia on May 19, 1898; the cavalry unit soon
followed.

Both units were demobilized in September 1898 after the

unsanitary conditions of the camp had caused severe illnesses among
the troops.
The Third Nebraska Infantry, commanded by Colonel William
Jennings Bryan, saw encampments in Florida and Georgia.

From Camp

Onward, Georgia, under the command of Colonel Victor Vifquain, the
unit sailed to Havanna arriving on January 31, 1899.
served as occupational forces while in Cuba.

The troops

The regiment was mustered

out on May 11, 1899.
On June 6, 1899, the Second Regiment, which had been mustered
out of federal service, was reorganized into the Nebraska National
Guard.

A year later, on June 11, 1900, after the First Nebraska had
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returned from the Philippines and had been mustered out of service,
it was reorganized into the National Guard.
When the reorganization of the Guard was completed in 1902,
it consisted of the following troops:

two regiments of infantry, one

troop of cavalry, and one battery of artillery.

There were also

three independent rifle companies, an independent troop of cavalry,
and an engineer and signal company--l,740 officers and enlisted men
in all.
The First and Second Regiments were reorganized into the Fourth
and Fifth Regiments in 1913.

The Fourth Regiment was composed of

companies north of the Platte River and the Fifth of companies south
of the Platte.
Also in 1913, the State Legislature authorized the building
of the State Arsenal at the entrance to the Fair Grounds and the site
of the present Camp Ashland was accepted by the War Department with
authority to begin negotiations for the purchase.

In 1916, the camp

site (708 acres) was purchased for $25,169.
In 1915, aviation was officially recognized by the Nebraska
Guard and a company was organized with headquarters at the State
Fair Grounds.

This was said to be the first National Guard aviation

unit in the United States.

C. W. Schaffer, who was made Chief of

Aviation, furnished his own airplane.
was commissioned Captain.

Ralph E. McMillen enlisted and

He also furnished his own plane.

Edgar W. Bagnell followed and was commissioned First Lieutenant.
Since Nebraska was the first state to organize such a company,
the War Department was un.ableto prescribe any regulations to govern it or
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to authorize the expenditure of federal funds for that branch of service.
The matter was laid before the Governor of Nebraska and he decided
to have the aviators give exhibition flights to raise money to keep
the Air Corps in existence.

Captain Schaffer met with repeated failures

in his attempts to fill engagements due to the poor quality and
condition of his plane.

Captain McMillen met with better success.

He demonstrated aero reconnaissance, attack, and bomb dropping.
When the President's call came for the troops to patrol the
Mexican border, the Aero Company was unequipped.

Repeated attempts

to secure federal recognition were unsuccessful.

Lt. Bagnell was

accepted for instruction in the Army Air Corps.

Captain McMillen's

death in September 1916, while he was making an exhibition flight
in Kansas, was the end of Aero Company A of the Nebraska National Guard.
On March 9, 1916, Poncho Villa and his Mexican banditos
raided the United States at Columbus, New Mexico.
Nebraska received the President's call to arms.

On June 9, 1916,
From June 18,1916

until February 21,1917, Field Hospital No.1, Signal Corps, and the
Fourth and Fifth Infantry Regiments, Nebraska National Guard, served
on the Mexican border, principally at Llano Grande, Texas.

The

Nebraska Legislature awarded $25 to each enlisted man who saw service
in the border campaign.
Soon after release from border service, the Nebraska Guard was
mobilized for World War I.

The Guard was now composed of the Fourth,

Fifth, and Sixth Regiments.

Nebraska mustered 4,914 enlisted men and

166 officers into federal service.

In addition to the three regiments,

Nebraska also sent the Field Hospital No.1 and Company "B" Signal Corps.
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A Seventh Regiment was formed but disbanded after word was received
it would not be mobilized for overseas service.
At Camp Cody, New Mexico, the regiments

of the Nebraska

Guard were reorganized into the new 34th Division.

The Nebraska

regiments were redesignated as the l34th Infantry Regiment, 34th
Division on October 1, 1917.

Because the War Department drafted

Nebraskans from this division to fill other divisions, the Nebraska
Guardsmen lost their identity as a unit.
There were, however, some distinct Nebraska units in the war.
They were the 355th Infantry called "Nebraska's Own" and the 314th
Ammunition Train, both a part of the 89th Division.

Another was the

Nebraska Field Hospital No.1 which was a part of the 42nd Division,
the famous "Rainbow" Division.
After World War I, no concerted effort was made to reorganize
the Guard until 1920.

During the war, a Home Guard (the forerunner

of the State Guard and Civil Defense) was developed and after its
disbandment, four companies of Nebraska Rifles were organized to be
available for state emergencies.
In 1920-21, the Nebraska Guard was reorganized as the First
Infantry Regiment.

On June 22, 1921, the regiment was redesignated

as the l34th Infantry Regiment and incorporated as part of the 35th
Division in October of that same year.

The 35th Division was composed

of additional elements for Kansas and Missouri.
The regiment was inducted into federal service on December
23, 1940 at Omaha as an element of the 35th Division.

The 134th

served at Camp Robinson, Arkansas and in California prior to going
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overseas in France.

Having landed at Omaha Beach on D-Day plus 30,

the 134th Infantry engaged in its first big battle 15 days later at
St. Lo.
The 35th Division participated in five major engagements:
Normandy, Northern France, the Thineland, Ardennes, and Central Europe.
Distinguished unit citations were won by the 134th Infantry, First
Battalion 134th, Co C 134th, and Second Platoon Co D, 134th.
Meritorious unit citations were won by Hdqrs Co 134th Infantry,
Medical Detachment 134th, and Service Co 134th (two awards).
The 134th Infantry was inactivated November 21, 1945 at Camp
Breckinridge, Kentucky.

The regiment was relieved from assignment

to the 35th Division June 19, 1945 and assigned, with Iowa, to the
34th Infantry Division.

By 1946, the Air National Guard was organized,

as well as Hdqrs, 34th Division; Hdqrs, 134th Infantry, State Hdqrs;
H&H Co, 3d Battalion, 134th Infantry;

3667th Ordnance Medium Mainten-

ance Co; H&H Co, 1st Battalion, 134th Infantry.
During the Korean conflict, the units of the Nebraska National
Guard mobilized were the 43d Army Band (October 15, 1950) and the
Air National Guard (April 1, 1951).

The band members served in Alaska

for the duration; the Air National Guard, in Bangor, Maine and Alexandria
AFB, Louisiana.
The Nebraska National Guard Military Academy (Officer Candidate
School) was accredited on September 3, 1957 and has been the principal
source of officers for the Nebraska Army Guard since that time.
On May 1, 1959, reorganization again took place within the
Nebraska Guard.

In place of the old regimental system, battle groups
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were formed.

The l34th Infantry Regiment, assigned to Nebraska under

the 34th Division, became the First and Second Battle Groups, each
group consisting of battalions and related components.
The call to active duty of reserve component units during the
fall of 1961 as a result of the Berlin Crisis affected three units of
the Nebraska Army National Guard.

They were as follows:

24th Medical

Company (Air Ambulance), duty station: Fort Leonard Wood, Missouri;
1057 Truck Company (Light Truck), duty station: Fort Carson, Colorado;
1056th Truck Company (Light Truck), duty station: Fort Sill, Oklahoma.
A total of 266 citizen-soldiers were affected in this mobilization.
In 1963, the Nebraska Army National Guard split with the Iowa
Guard and became a separate brigade unto itself.

This major reorganiza-

tion witnessed the formation of the 67th Infantry Brigade (Mechanized),
Nebraska Army National Guard.

Until 1984, the brigade came to

incorporate the First and Second Battalions, l34th Infantry; First
Battalion, 195th Armor; First Battalion, l68th Field Artillery; and
the 67th Support Battalion.

Brigade separate units which evolved

were the 867th Engineer Company; Troop E, l67th Armored Cavalry;
and the 67th Signal Detachment.
State separate units in the Nebraska Army National Guard are
HQ STARC; Troop Command; 24th Medical Company (Air Ambulance); 43d
Army Band; lllth Public Affairs Detachment; and Detachment 2, 1064th
Transportation Aircraft Maintenance Company.
The October 1973 Mideast War had a profound effect on the
concepts being developed for the modern combined arms war.

Foremost

among the lessons learned in this war were the marked advances made
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in the lethality of fires, the more rapid attrition of material during
battle, the faster tempo of the battle, and the essentiality of better
training, tactics, terrain use, and combined arms coordination.

In

1976, the Department of Army directed the Training, Doctrines, Command
to develop the optimum size, mix, and organization of the Army Division
needed for the mid-1980's timeframe. 3
In 1984, under the United States Army's Division 86 Concept,
the Nebraska Army National Guard's 67th Infantry Brigade (Separate)
reorganized into the 67th Infantry Brigade of the 35th Infantry
Division (Heavy).

The organization of the Nebraska Army National

Guard in the 67th Infantry Brigade (Separate) is shown in Figure 7.
The projected organizational structure of the Nebraska Army National
Guard as a part of the 35th Infantry Division is illustrated in
Figure 8.

The Nebraska Army National Guard is presently in a transition

state moving into the new configuration.
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Footnotes
lThe Nebraska Military Department, Overview (Lincoln,
Nebraska: Military Department Public Affairs Office, 1984).
20r anizational Histor --Nebraska National Guard, Special
Publication Lincoln, Nebraska: Military Department Public Affairs
Office), pp. 1-4. The author drew heavily from this publication
for information contained in Chapter III.
3"Organization of the Army in the Field," Combined Arms and
Service Staff School Course, Student Guide E709, November 1983, p. 113.

CHAPTER I V
METHOD OF THE STUDY
The method used in this study followed an andragogical model
where the participants took an active, aggressive part in the development of the instructional model.

This deviated from the traditional

methods of instructional development utilized by the Nebraska Army
National Guard.
Three questionnaires were progressively used to provide the
means to focus on the needs of the individuals and units collectively.
The first two questionnaires, "A" and "B," were assessment tools while
the last questionnaire, "C," was an evaluation instrument that followed
the instructional block.
The uniqueness of the Nebraska Army National Guard's organizational structure played a major role in the development of the design
used.

Basically, the design was a modified pretest-posttest design.

Questionnaires "A" and "B" comprised the pretest and questionnaire "e"
was the posttest.
Since the design involved only one group and one teacher, it
would seem that intersubject differences and situational variables
were controlled.

The control is only superficial, however.

The

major limitation of the one-group design is that since no control group
is used, the experimenter cannot assume that the change between the
pretest and the posttest was brought about by the experimental treatmen t. 1
Another shortcoming of the design was that the design seemed
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to compensate for the limitations for assessing the pretest.

This

and the other weaknesses in the design were weighed against having the
participants actually involved in the design of the pretest.

This

technique utilized the previous military and civilian experiences of
the participants.

Traditional formal preselected instructional methods

accounted for the military education experiences of the participants.
The involvement of one instructor was utilized to eliminate the possibility of instructor differences playing a major role in the instructional block.

If two groups were used, an additional instructor would

be requ ired.
Questionnaire "A" was constructed to identify the concerns of
the respondents in the framework and dimensions of the Equal Opportunity
program and the individual's learning preference (see Appendix A--Cover
Letters and Questionnaire).

It was distributed to 29 selected positions

on the Adjutant General's staff in the State Area Command Headquarters
(HQ STARC).

The respondents were encouraged to add additional de-

scriptors to questions that required ranking.

The selection of HQ STARC

as the unit from which the initial participants were selected was based
on the line and staff organization of the Nebraska Army National Guard.
This unit is the top directive unit of the Nebraska Army National Guard
and is the staff unit for the Adjutant General.
The second questionnaire, "B," was constructed from the
responses in questionnaire "A" (see Appendix B--Cover Letter and Questionnaire).

Those responses designated by the respondents as most im-

portant received the greatest emphasis in questionnaire "B" and were
formed into questions to be placed in two separate sections of
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questionnaire "B."

The first section was designed to record attitudes

of what "is" or currently exists in equal opportunity practices and
the second section was designed to record attitudes on what "should be"
the practice of equal opportunity.

A five-point Likert attitude scale

was used to record the two sections of expressed attitudes.

Question-

naire "B" was sent to those persons receiving questionnaire "A" with
instructions to record their attitudes on the Likert attitude scale in
regard to what "is" or exists in equal opportunity practices and what
"should be" in equal opportunity practices.
The mean for each section in questionnaire "B" was calculated.
A t-test was implemented to determine if there was any significance
between like-numbered questions in the two sections of questionnaire "B."
The expressed attitudes found to show a significant difference between
what "is" and what "should be" in equal opportunity practices formed
the basis for the development of instructional blocks for the participants.

The block of instruction was presented to the respondents,

who were then given questionnaire "c" for completion.
The instructional block was formulated from the curriculum of
the Defense Equal Opportunity Management Institute (EOMI) at Patrick
Air Force Base, Florida (see Appendix C--Lesson Plan).

The Defense

Equal Opportunity Management Institute (EOMI) was established as a DOD
field activity operating under the supervision and direction of the
Office of the Assistant Secretary of Defense (Manpower, Reserve Affairs,
and Logistics) and subject to policy guidance by the Race Relations
Education Board (RREB).

Located as a tenant unit at Patrick AFB,

Florida, the purpose of EMOI is to conduct an education and training

"""--".""""~~"-----------------------------:
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program in human/race relations and equal opportunity on a continuing
basis for military and civilian personnel in an effort to achieve equal
opportunity within the Department of Defense.

The program is designed

to provide qualified equal opportunity officers and NCO's for all branches
of the Armed Forces.

As a graduate of EMOI, personnel will be capable

of monitoring and implementing the equal opportunity programs of their
respective military services.
The mission of the EOMI, as prescribed in Department of Defense
(DOD) Directive 1322.11, is to:
1.

Conduct training for DOD military and civilian personnel

assigned duties as equal opportunity specialists, staff officers, or
instructors in human/race relations.
2.

Provide assistance to DOD organizations in the development

of specific curricula for human/race relations and equal opportunity
education and training.
3.

Subject to its primary responsibility of training EOMI

students, act as a resource and provide consultant services to DOD
activities requesting assistance in equal opportunity/equal employment
opportunity matters.
4.

Conduct research to keep the education and training program

current, relevant, and responsive to changing needs.
5.

Evaluate EOMI's program effectiveness.

6.

Disseminate educational and training materials to graduates

to assist in keeping them current and for individual professional
deve 1opment.
The philosophy of the Defense Equal Opportunity Management
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Institute (EOMI) emerged from the Department of Defense's deep concern
for the men and women, both military and civilian, of the Armed Forces,
including the U.S. Coast Guard.

EOMI staff, curriculum, and support

operations reflect the following institutional philosophy:
It is essential that there exists throughout all of DOD
an environment free, inasmuch as possible, of human!
racial tensions, unrest and violence in keeping with its
Human Goals Proclamation while providing all DOD personnel
an equal opportunity for personal and professional growth,
each according to his!her abilities. 2
The major curricular objectives are divided into blocks.
these blocks specific instructional blocks were developed.

From

The major

curricular blocks are:
Block A - Socialization and Orientation.

To introduce the

student to the military academic environment of the Institute, the
equal opportunity within the Department of Defense; to prepare the
student to obtain full value from the instruction presented; to
insure understanding of rules, standards, and expectations; and to
enable the graduate to provide more effective service in the field
by enhancing individual communication and staff function abilities.
Block B - Individual and Group Behaviors.

For each student

to understand significant factors in the group development process,
including values, attitudes, and behaviors of individuals in groups;
to analyze this relationship in regard to equal opportunity; and to
be able to apply these concepts while fulfilling equal opportunity
duties and responsibilities.
Block C - Race, Ethnic Studies, and Intergroup Relations.

Stu-

dents will be able to look at the six different cultures presented at

---------~
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EOMI using the Pennington model of culture, intergroup relations theory,
and the three responses to dominance by individuals and groups. They
will understand how cultural conditioning takes places in developing
group values, attitudes, gender relations, minority/majority perspectives of American institutions, and develop their communication strategies with various ethnic groups.
Block D -I\$pects of Discrimination.

For students to compre-

hend personal and institutional discrimination, including its impact
to the detriment of mission accomplishment, and to understand the
principles and strategies available to reduce discrimination within
Department of Defense activities.
Block E - Equal Opportunity Staff Advisor Skills.

For stu-

dents to acquire the ability to apply appropriate organizational
development techniques to improve the functioning of an organization
through planned, systematic efforts designed to enhance equal opportunity.3
Appendix E contains the entire listing of the instructional
lesson plans.
The third questionnaire, "C," was constructed to evaluate
the instructional package to determine if it met the aspirations of
the participants and responded to the areas of concern as established
from questionnaire "B" (see Appendix D for Cover Letter and Questionnaire).

This was evaluated by a t-test comparing selected responses

from section one of questionnaire "B" to the responses received from
questionnaire "C."
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Summary
The methods and procedures of the study included the following steps:
1.

Development of questionnaire "A" to provide equal oppor-

tunity descriptors for the model.
2.

Ranking of the model's descriptors for the purpose of

verifying the inclusiveness of the descriptors.
3.

Design and development of questionnaire "B" for the purpose

of recording expressed attitudes as to what "is" and what "should be"
in equal opportunity.
4.

Test questionnaire "B" for significance with t-test, com-

paring "what is" with "what should be."
5.

Attitudinal responses found to show a significant differ-

ence used to develop blocks of instruction as identified by the participants.
6.

Give instruction to respondents (participants).

7.

Development and implementation of questionnaire "c" to

evaluate the instructional package and the correlation to significance
in questionnaire "B."
8.

Test for significance with t-test, questionnaire "B"

(section one) to questionnaire "C."
9.

Evaluate results and list findings.
Mode 1 Des i gn

The model followed a three-step process contained in three
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questionnaires and an instructional block.

The process involved the

following steps:
1.

The needs were organized into a priority system.

2.

The needs were screened through selected filters (institu-

tional, individual, and feasibility).
3.

The surviving needs were translated into program objectives.

The basic model structure was outlined by Knowles and supported
by Griffith's, Lonsdale's, and Stogdill's systems model theories.
In order to organize the needs into a priority system, it was
useful to subdivide the category into operational needs and educational
needs.

Operational needs have to do with providing the Nebraska Army

National Guard's resources for meeting the educational needs.

They

include such things as:
1.

Broadening and deepening the quality of involvement of

soldiers in planning and operating the Equal Opportunity Education program.
2.

Enlarging and improving the quality of instructional mate-

rials on equal opportunity.
3.

Expanding the interpretation of the program to the units.

4.

Establishing closer working relationships with other

institutions in Nebraska.
5.

Providing more adequate time for integrated equal opportunity

training at the unit level.
Operational needs may not appear directly in the list resulting
from a needs assessment, but they can often be inferred from an
4
analysis of individual organizational and community needs.
This
was used to outline questionnaire "A."

In this model, the participants
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arranged the priority order.

The collection of these priorities was

developed for the group of units identified as comparable to the
entire population of the Nebraska Army National Guard.
Educational needs are things people "ought" to learn for their
own good, for the good of the organization, and for the good of the
community.5 The problem of amalgamating the needs from these three
sources into a composite set of needs and arranging them in a priority
order was

resolved by the narrowing of concerns in questionnaire "A"

and asking each participant to evaluate what is and what should be.
The second process screened the needs through selected filters
and was the process for a given need to be translated into a program
objective.

This process filtered instructional purposes and education

philosophy, feasibility, and the interest of individuals.
One particularly troublesome problem to many adult educators
regarding this phase is that of the relationship of their program to
other programs in a given area.

Most of them wish to avoid competing

with or duplicating the progreams of other agencies and yet find it
frequently difficult to know when duplication exists.

Knowles

suggests that duplication should not be considered to be in existence
if any of the following conditions pertain: 6
- If the programs serve essentially different clienteles,
as determined by membership requirements, convenience of
location, educational prerequisites, etc.
- If there is a substantial difference in the costs to the
participants.
If there is a major difference in the objectives of the
"competing" programs (for instance those programs whose
purpose is primarily non-degree granting or technical
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training do not, for the most part, serve the same needs
as traditional degree-granting programs).
- If there are radically different methods of instructlon
(for instances, a series of lectures to two hundred people
does not serve the same needs as a seminar group of twenty
persons).
- If there is a difference in the subject matter treated
(many courses are concerned with specialized parts of larger
subjects and may not, therefore, be duplications although
the overall title is the same).
- If existing programs are filled to capacity and cannot take
additional students.
_ If other programs are offered at a different time of day
or year.
Some elements of a program must be screened out simply because
of their impractibility.

Needs that required enormous expenditures of

resources and those that required a psychological base of learning
were screened out because certain things could not be learned in the
time or under the prevailing conditions or were not within the range
of possibility of the potential clientele.
The interest of the individual was assessed and ranked.

Al-

though most psychologists agree there are certain fundamental biological and psychological requirements common to all human beings, there is
no agreement as yet on what they are or what to call them.

This point

can be illustrated by a few examples from contemporary psychological
literature.

One formulation, the "Hierarchy of Needs" by Abraham

Maslow has already been described in Chapter II.

Garner Murphy de-

scribes "our inborn needs" in terms of these quite different categories:
1.

Visceral needs--that is, needs directly related to the

vital organs.

These include, among others, needs for food, water,

air, etc., needs related to the reproductive system, needs related
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to protection of the body from extremes of cold and heat.
2.

Activity needs - These include the need to explore and

manipulate and the urge to "keep going" which differentiates a
healthy child from a very tired or sick one and a normal adult from
an isolated psychotic adult.
3.

Sensory needs - These include needs for color, tone,

rhythm, the need to orient oneself to the environment, the need to
escape confusion,
4.

and the "urge to perceptual clarity."

The need to avoid or escape attack, injury, threat, shock,

or unbearable disturbance as exemplified by fear, disgust,

rage,

and many other "emergency responses."l
The final process is translating the surviving needs into
program objectives.

The needs that have survived the screening

through these three sets of filters provide the raw material out of
which program objectives are manufactured.

The form in which the

objectives are stated will affect thejr usefulness as guides to program
development and evaluation.

The more specifically they define the

desired outcomes in measurable terms, the more useful they will be.
The process of translating needs into objectives in the
instructional model for equal opportunity is depicted in Figure 9.
Individual, organizational, and community needs are assessed in
questionnaire "A."

Filtering and objective development was the

content of questionnaire "B" and questionnaire "C" was an analysis
of congruency.
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Instruments
Questionnaire "A"
Following the review of literature, questionnaire "A" was
constructed in order to verify the equal

opportunity descriptors

placed within the framework of the model.

Questionnaire "A" was

sent to twenty-nine officers in the Nebraska Army National Guard with
instructions to select the best choice of ten questions and rank
in order of importance six questions.

Respondents were instructed

to "feel free" to add additional responses to the six ranking
questions.

The twenty-nine officers ranging in rank from Brigadier

General (07) to Captain (03) were members of the Adjutant
staff.

General's

Of the twenty-nine questionnaires sent, 100 percent were

returned.
Questionnaire "B"
Following the review of questionnaire "A," questionnaire "B"
was developed.

It was constructed in two sections.

Section one

dealt with existing equal opportunity practices and section two dealt
with the ideal equal opportunity practice.

Each section consisted

of twenty-two questions for a total of forty-four questions.

Question-

naire "B" was designed to focus on the perceptual correlations of
leadership/education, both military and civilian, and the role of
cultural awareness and experience in effectively managing resources
and leading people.

It provided the topic, method, and content of

instructions for the instructional model.

Twenty-nine questionnaires

were sent and twenty-three returned, for a return rate of 79.31 percent.

--_.-
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Instructional Block
The instructional block was developed around cultural_ awareness and human relations as ranked by question 14 in questionnaire
"A."

The block was designed as a seminar and discussion with video

support as defined by the participants in question 16 and questionnaire
"A."

The time allotted was two and one-half hours.

Twenty-three of

the twenty-eight respondents of questionnaire "B" attended the
instructional block.
Questionnaire "C"
The questionnaire was completed by all twenty-three participants in the instructional block.

It was designed to compare some

responses throughout the entire program.
of ten questions.

Questionnaire "C" consisted
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and Winston, Inc., 1972), p. 240.
20efense Equal Opportunity Management Institute, Curriculum
Guide (Florida: Patrick Air Force Base, 1984), p. 3.
3Ibid ., pp. 7-8.
4Malcolm S. Knowles, The Modern Practice of Adult Education,
Andragogy verus Pedagogy (New York: Association Press, 1977), p. 123.
5Ibid ., p. 123.
6Ibid ., p. 125.
7Ibid ., p. 80.

CHAPTER V
PRESENTATION OF THE DATA
The information on the methods and procedures used in this
study was provided in Chapter IV.

The data received are reported in

this chapter; they are subdivided into sections to report the findings
of the three questionnaires and the content of the block of instruction.
Questionnaire "A"
Questionnaire "A" was distributed to 29 participants on
the Adjutant

General's staff.

Twenty-nine were completed and returned

for a 100 pSrcent return rate.
The summary of the responses to Questionnaire "A," listing
the frequency of distribution and the percentage of responses of the
first ten questions, is presented in Table 1.

The remaining six

questions were ranked by the respondents according to their perceptions
of the equal opportunity practices in the Nebraska Army Nat"ional
Guard.

The respondents ranked equal opportunity items (personnel,

practices, and learning preferences) which were included as key
descriptors.

The respondents were not informed of the model, its

dimensions, or descriptors.

Additional blanks were added to each of

the six ranking questions to provide the respondents the opportunity
for their input.

The ranking is shown in Table 1 in order of

importance, with 1 being the most important.
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TABLE 1
Summary of Questionnaire "A"
Number

Percentage

11
15

28

39.28
53.57
7.14
0.00
0.00
99.99

3
18
5
2
0
28

10.71
64.28
17.85
7.14
o 00
99.98

7
16

25.00
57.14
10.71
7.14
0.00
99.99

Question 1: The Army's Equal Opportunity
program is worthwhile.
Strongly Agree
Agree
Undecided
Disagree
Strongly Disagree

2

o
o

Question 2: Please rate the degree of
confidence you have in being able to
present a block of equal opportunity
instruction.
Extremely Confident
Confident
Undecided
Skeptical
Very Skeptical
Question 3: My previous equal opportunity
training has had a positive impact on me.
Strongly Agree
Agree
Undecided
Disagree
Strongly Disagree

3

2

o

28

Question 4: Racial problems in the military
has been greatly exaggerated.
Strongly Agree
Agree
Undecided
Disagree
Strongly Disagree

1
6
8

10
3

28

3.57
21 .42
28.57
35.71
10.71
99.98
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TABLE 1 (continued)
Number

Percentage

12
14

42.85
50.00
3.57
3.57
0.00
99.99

Question 5: Greater motivation is required for
learning when there is a difference between
an individual's goals and objectives and those
of the organization in which the individual
must function.
Strongly Agree
Agree
Undecided
Disagree
Strongly Disagree

1
1

o

28

Question 6: Membership in the National Guard
is voluntary and open to all eligible Americans.
An individual's ability and qualifications
should be the limiting factors for their
success.
Strongly Agree
Agree
Undecided
Disagree
Strongly Disagree

18
8

o
2
o

28

64.28
28.57
0.00
7.14
0.00
99.99

Question 7: Equal opportunity training does
not enhance combat readiness.
Strongly Agree
Agree
Undecided
Disagree
Strongly Disagree

o
o

0.00
0.00
3.57
57.14
39.28
99.99

o
o

0.00
0.00
3.57
57.14
39.28
99.99

1
16
11
28

Question 8: What degree of importance do
you personally attach to your previous
equal opportunity training?
Very Important
Important
Undecided
Not Important
Not Very Important

1

16
11
28

·-------1
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TABLE 1 (continued)
Number

Percentage

1
14
10
3
0
28

3.57
50.00
35.71
10.71
0.00
99.99

8
12
3
5
0
28

28.57
42.85
10.71
17.85
0.00
99.98

Question 9: Today's Nebraska Army National
Guard is facing more gender-related problems
than race-related problems.
Strongly Agree
Agree
Undecided
Disagree
Strongly Disagree
Question 10: Equal opportunity problems equate
to poor leadership.
Strongly Agree
Agree
Undecided
Disagree
Strongly Disagree

Mean

Ranking

2.29
3.00
3.25
3.68
4.93
5.46
7.50
8.32
8.39
8.86

1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10

Question 11: Please rank those positions listed
in order of importance to the Equal Opportunity program.
Unit Commander
1 SG
Adjutant General
Unit Member
SGM
EOO
DPA
DPOT
Chaplain
Inspector General
Others added:

Bn Cdr, Unit Off, Unit NOe's, JAG, Doctors, AAG.
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TABLE 1 (continued)
Mean

Ranking

2.54
3.07
3.29
3.71
3.89
4.43

1
2

Question 12: The following "groups" have been
cited as being valuable aids to assist in the
promotion of effective equal opportunity
programs. Equal opportunity can be made effective with assistance of the following groups.
Colleges
Government Agencies
Minority Organizations
Social Organizations
Church Organizations
Military Associations
Others added:

4
5

6

Veteran's Groups, Historical Socities, Museums, any
structure where people get together and learn from
each other.

Question 13: Equal opportunity personnel concern
themselves with many areas of the Nebraska
National Guard's image. Major areas in which
equal opportunity plays important roles with
our image are mentioned below.
Troop Information
Recruitment
EO Training
Retention
Education Programs
Public Relations
Community Relations
Membership Benefits
Others added:

3

Media

Question 14: Because of racial and sexual
compositions many duty units have higher
percentages and greater numbers of minorities
and women, and we must effectively be able
to interact with all active duty units. Please
rank the educational and training requirements
for your unit/section that will accomplish that
task.

3.29
3.32
3.86
4.11
4.18
4.64
5.07
6.21

~~~-~---~
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TABLE 1 (continued)

Cultural Awarenesss
Human Relations
Discrimination
Affirmative Actions
Sexual Harassment
Prejudice
Sexism
Racism
Community Relations
Anti -Semiti sm
Complaints Processirg
Others added:

Mean

Ranking

3.00
3.29
4.43
5.29
6.04
6.21
6.86
6.89
8.00
8.54
8.61

1
2
3

4
5

6
7
8
9

10
11

Leadership

Question 15: Pl~ase rank those items listed below
in the order of importance which influences
the changing of your opinion/attitude toward
a subject on which you feel strongly.
Reading Additional Material
Discussion
Being Presented with Facts
Time to Think Over
Others added:

2.00
2.32
2.50
3.14

1
2
3
4

Personal interrelations and conversations with good
friends, instruction from experts

Question 16: Please rank the type of training
sessions that provide you the most effective
learning.
Seminar
Discussion
Workshop
Video Presentations
Lecture
Others added:

Programmed text, panel discussion

2.00
2.57
2.61

3

3.89

4

4.04

5

1
2
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Questionnaire "B"
Questionnaire "B" was sent to the 29 participants whO returned
questi onna ire "A."

Twenty-three questionnai re "B"s" were returned for

a return rate of 79.31 percent.

Questionnaire "B" consisted of 44

questions equally divided into two sections.

Section one dealt with

existing equal opportunity practices and section two dealt with the ideal
equal opportunity practices (see Appendix B for questionnaire "B").
The responses to questionnaire "B" are shown in Table 2.
The 12 questions which displayed a significant difference at
the .05 level in regard to the respondents' attitudes of what "existed"
in equal opportunity practices and what "should be" in equal opportunity
practices are as follows:
Question 1.

Major leadership in equal opportunity in the

Nebraska Army National Guard is (should be) provided by unit commanders.
Question 2.

The Adjutant General's staff acts (should act)

as useful agents to foster a positive equal opportunity environment.
Question 4.

The local colleges and universities act (should

act) as useful resources in the promotion of cultural awareness.
Question 5.

Major leadership in equal opportunity in the

Nebraska Army National Guard is (should be) provided by First Sergeants.
Question 6.

Troop information resources in the Nebraska

Army National Guard has (should be) expanded to include the cultural
awareness of our soldiers.
Question 9.

Your formal military training has (should have)

provided you a good human relations background.
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TABLE 2
Summary of Questionnaire "B"
Number

Percentage

Secti on One
1.

2.

3.

Major leadership in equal opportunity in the
Nebraska Army National Guard is provided by
unit commanders.
Strongly Agree
Agree
No Opinion
Di sagree
Strongly Disagree
The Adjutant General's staff acts as useful
agents to foster a positive equal opportunity
env ironment.
Strongly Agree
Agree
No Opi ni on
Disagree
Strongly Disagree
Retention is affected by the overall treatment of soldiers.
Strongly Agree
Agree
No Opinion
Di sagree
Strongly Disagree

23

13.04
30.43
8.70
43.47
4.35
100.00

5
13
3
1
1
23

21. 74
56.52
13.04
4.35
4.35
100.00

17

73.91
26.09
0.00
0.00
0.00
100.00

3

7
2

10
1

6

o
o
o

23
4.

The local colleges and universities act as
useful resources in the promotion of cultural
awareness.
Strongly Agree
Agree
No Opinion
Disagree
Strongly Disagree

7

15
1

o
o

23

30.43
65.22
4.35
0.00
0.00
100.00
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TABLE 2 (continued)
Number
5.

6.

7.

8.

Major leadership in equal opportunity in the
Nebraska National Army Guard is provided by
First Sergeants.
Strongly Agree
Agree
No Opinion
Disagree
Strongly Disagree
Troop information resources in the Nebraska
Army National Guard have expanded the cultural
awareness of our soldiers.
Strongly Agree
Agree
No Opinion
Disagree
Strongly Disagree
The recruitment and potential attraction of
minorities is affected by the overall equal
opportunity program.
Strongly Agree
Agree
No Opinion
Disagree
Strongly Disagree
The recruitment and potential attraction of
minorities is affected by the unit's equal
opportunity environment.
Strongly Agree
Agree
No Opinion
Disagree
Strongly Disagree

a
6
3

11

3
23

Percentage

0.00
26.09
13.04
47.83
13. 04
100.00

a

0.00
56.52
26.09
13.04
4.35
100.00

8

34.78
43.48
4.35
17.39
0.00
100. 00

13
6
3
1
23

10
1
4

a

23

9
13
1

a
a

23

34.78
56.52
4.35
0.00
0.00
100.00
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TABLE 2 (continued)
Number
9.

10.

ll.

12.

13.

Your formal military training has provided
you a good human relations background.
Strongly Agree
Agree
No Opinion
Di sagree
Strongly Disagree
Your formal military training has provided
you with adequate training in cultural
awareness.
Strongly Agree
Agree
No Opinion
Disagree
Strongly Disagree
In general, cultural awareness has fostered
a greater understanding of the different
groups of people that make up this country.
Strongly Agree
Agree
No Opinion
Di sagree
Strongly Disagree
Unit Commanders with very few exceptions have
an awareness of the cultural diversities of
their soldiers.
Strongly Agree
Agree
No Opinion
Disagree
Strongly Disagree
Staff officers with very few exceptions have
limited awareness of the cultural diversities
of soldiers who they provide staff assistance.
Strongly Agree
Agree
No Opinion

Percentage

6
13
0
4
0
23

26.09
56.52
0.00
17.39
0.00
100.00

4
6
0
13
0
23

17.39
26.09
0.00
56.52
0.00
100.00

5
18
0
0
0

21.74
78.26
0.00
0.00
0.00

0
8
6
7
2
23

0.00
34.78
26.09
30.43
8.70
100.00

0
15
2

0.00
65.22
8.70
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TABLE 2 (continued)
Number
Disagree
Strongly Di sagree
14.

15.

16.

17.

18.

Percentage

5
1
23

21.74
4.35
100.00

I have a limited knowledge of the Black culture.
Strongly Agree
a
Agree
13
No Opinion
a
Di sagree
7
Strongly Disagree
3
23

0.00
56.52
0.00
30.43
13.04
100. 00

I have a limited knowledge of the Hispanic culture.
Strongly Agree
a
Agree
14
No Opinion
1
Disagree
5
Strongly Disagree
3
23

0.00
60.87
4.35
21 .74
13.04
100.00

I have a limited knowledge of the American
Indian cultures.
Strongly Agree
Agree
No Opinion
Di sagree
Strongly Disagree

a

13
1
6
3
23

0.00
56.52
4.35
26.09
13.04
100.00

I have a limited knowledge of the Asian American
cultures.
Strongly Agree
a
Agree
11
No Opinion
a
Disagree
9
Strongly Disagree
3
23

0.00
47.83
0.00
39.13
13.04
100.00

Minority soldiers have given up their cultural
identities to become better soldiers.
Strongly Agree
Agree
No Opinion
Disagree
Strongly Disagree

a

4
4
11
4
23

0.00
17.39
17.39
47.83
17.39
100. 00
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TABLE 2 (continued)
Number
19.

20.

21.

22.

Interracial communication enhances cultural
awareness.
Strongly Agree
Agree
No Opinion
Di sagree
Strongly Disagree

11
11
1

Cultural awareness training has emphasized
more than the Black culture.
Strongly Agree
Agree
No Opinion
Disagree
Strongly Disagree

13

Civilian educational institutions have
taken the responsibility for providing
cultural awareness.
Strongly Agree
Agree
No Opinion
Disagree
Strongly Disagree
Cultural awareness and experience in a
leader role has increased my effectiveness
to manage people.
Strongly Agree
Agree
No Opinion
Disagree
Strongly Disagree

o
o

23

2
3

5

o

23

1
5
8
8

1

23

6

14
2
1

o

23

Percentage

47.83
47.83
4.35
0.00
0.00
100.00

8.70
56.52
13.04
21. 74
0.00
100.00

4.35
21. 74

34.78
34.78
4.35
100.00

26.07
60.87
8.70
4.35
0.00
99.99

Section Two
1.

Major leadership in equal opportunity in the
Nebraska Army National Guard should be by
unit commanders.
Strongly Agree
Agree

17
6

73.91
26.09
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TABLE 2 (continued)
Number
No Opinion
Disagree
Strongly Disagree
2.

3.

4.

5.

The Adjutant General's staff should act as a
useful agent to foster a positive equal opportunity environment.
Strongly Agree
Agree
No Opinion
Disagree
Strongly Disagree
Retention should be affected by the overa 11
treatment of soldiers.
Strongly Agree
Agree
No Opinion
Disagree
Strongly Disagree
The local colleges and universities should
act as usefu 1 resources in the promotion of
cultural awareness.
Strongly Agree
Agree
No Opinion
Disagree
Strongly Disagree
Major leadership in equal opportunity in the
Nebraska Army National Guard should be provided
by First Sergeants.
Strongly Agree
Agree
No Opinion
Disagree
Strongly Disagree

Percentage

0
0
0
23

0.00
0.00
0.00
100.00

17
6
0
0
0

73.91
26.09
0.00
0.00
0.00

17
6
0
0
0
23

73.91
26.09
0.00
0.00
0.00
100.00

7
15
1
0
0
23

30.43
65.22
4.35
0.00
0.00
100.00

13
8
1
1
0
23

56.52
34.78
4.35
4.35
0.00
100.00
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TABLE 2 (continued)
Number
6.

Troop information resources in the Nebraska
Army Guard should be expanded to include
cultural awareness of our soldiers.
Strongly Agree
Agree
No Opinion
Disagree
Strongly Disagree

8
13
3

a
a

23
7.

The recruitment and potential attraction of
minorities should be affected by the overa 11
equal opportunity program.
Strongly Agree
Agree
No Opinion
Di sagree
Strongly Disagree

9
12
1
1

a

23
8.

9.

10.

The recruitment and potential attraction of
minorities should be affected by the unit's
equal opportunity environment.
Strongly Agree
Agree
No Opinion
Disagree
Strongly Disagree

9
14

Your formal military training should provide
you a good human relations background.
Strongly Agree
Agree
No Opinion
Disagree
Strongly Disagree

12
0

Your formal military training should provide
you with adequate training in cultural
awareness.
Strongly Agree
Agree
No Opinion

a
a

0
23

Percentage

34.78
56.52
8.70
0.00
0.00
100. 00

39.13
52.17
4.35
4.35
0.00
100. 00

39.13
60.87
0.00
0.00
0.00
100. 00

23

47.83
52.17
0.00
0.00
0.00
100.00

12
8
1

52.17
34.78
4.35

11

a
a
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TABLE 2 (continued)
Number
Disagree
Strongly Disagree
11.

12.

13.

14.

23

8.70
0.00
100.00

In general, cultural awareness training should
have fostered a greater understanding of the
different groups of people that make up this
country.
11
Strongly Agree
Agree
11
a
No Opinion
Disagree
a
Strongly Disagree
1

47.83
47.83
0.00
0.00
4.35

Unit commanders with very few exceptions should
have an awareness of the cultural diversities
of their soldiers.
Strongly Agree
12
10
Agree
a
No Opinion
a
Disagree
1
Strongly Disagree
23

52.17
43.48
0.00
0.00
4.35
100. 00

Staff officers with very few exceptions should
have limited awareness of the cultural diversities
of soldiers who they provide staff assistance.
8
Strongly Agree
8
Agree
a
No Opinion
2
Disagree
5
Strongly Disagree
23

34.78
34.78
0.00
8.70
21. 74
100. 00

I should have a limited knowledge of the
Bl ack culture.
Strongly Agree
Agree
No Opinion
Di sagree
Strongly Disagree

2

Percentage

a

3
13

a

3
4
23

13.04
56.52
0.00
13.04
17.39
99.99
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TABLE 2 (continued)

15.

16.

17.

18.

19.

Number

Percentage

3

13.04
56.52
0.00
13.04
17.39
99.99

I should have a limited knowledge of the
Hispanic culture.
Strongly Agree
Agree
No Opinion
Di sagree
Strongly Disagree

13

I should have a limited knowledge of the
American Indian cultures.
Strongly Agree
Agree
No Opinion
Di sagree
Strongly Disagree

13

I should have a limited knowledge of the
Asian American cultures.
Strongly Agree
Agree
No Opinion
Disagree
Strongly Disagree

12

Minority soldiers should give up their
cultural identities to become better
soldiers.
Strongly Agree
Agree
No Opinion
Disagree
Strongly Disagree
Interracial communication should enhance
cultural awareness.
Strongly Agree
Agree
No Opinion
Disagree
Strongly Disagree

o
3

4

23

3

o
3

4

23

3

1
3

4

23

o
2
2
8

11

23

10
12
1

o
o

23

13.04
56.52
0.00
13.04
17.39
99.99

13.04
52.17
4.35
13.04
17.39
99.99

0.00
8.70
8.70
34.78
47.83
100.01

43.48
52.17
4.35
0.00
0.00
100.00
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TABLE 2 (continued)

20.

21.

22.

Cultural awareness training should emphasize
more than Black culture.
Strongly Agree
Agree
No Opinion
Disagree
Strongly Disagree
Civilian educational institutions should
have taken the responsibility for providing
cultural awareness.
Strongly Agree
Agree
No Opinon
Di sagree
Strongly Disagree
Cultural awareness and experience in a
leader role should increase my effectiveness
to manage people.
Strongly Agree
Agree
No Opinion
Di sagree
Strongly Disagree

Number

Percentage

10
13
0
0
0

43.48
56.52
0.00
0.00
0.00

4
9
6
3
1
23

17.39
39.13
26.09
13.04
4.35
100.00

12
11
0
0
0
23

52.17
47.83
0.00
0.00
0.00
100.00
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Question 10.

Your formal military trajning has (should have)

provided you with adequate training in cultural awareness.
Unit commanders with few exceptions have (should

Qeustion 12.

have) limited awareness of the cultural diversities of their soldiers.
Question 18.

Minority soldiers have given up (should have

given up) their cultural identities to become better soldiers.
Questoin 20.

Cultural awareness training has (should have)

emphasized more than the Black culture.
Question 21.

Civilian educational institutions have (should

have) taken the responsibility for providing cultural awareness.
Question 22.

Cultural awareness and experience in a leader

role has (should have) increased my effectiveness to manage people.
The mean responses and t-va1ues for the 22 questions
expressing attitudes on what "exists" compared to what "should be"
in equal opportunity practice from questionnaire "B" are shown in Table
3.

Instructional Block
The instructional block was developed from the data collected
from questionnaire "C."

This block followed the basic course outline

from the Defense Equal Opportunity Management Institute's curriculum.
Those responses that were computed to be significant between the two
sections of the questionnaire provided the outline and direction of the
instructional block.

This instructional block was designed to cover

the subjects of race, ethnic studies, and intergroup relations in
cross-cultural knowledge.

It specifically focused on concepts of
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TABLE 3
Mean Responses and t-Values for 22 Questions Expressing Attitudes
on What "Exists" and What "Should Be"
Mean
What "Exists"

Question

3.00
3.70
4.70
3.86
2.50
3.40
3.95
4.30
3.86
3.04
4.20
2.90
3.40
3.04
3.13
3.09
2.80
2.36
2.80
3.70
2.86
4.10

2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21
22
*Significant at p

<

Res~onses

What "Should Be"
4.70
4.95
4.95
4.20
4.30
4.40
4.18
4.36
4.45
4.27
3.36
4.10
3.40
3.18
2.27
3.18
3.09
1.77
3.08
4.27
4.00
4.50

.05 (df = 44), t = 2.021 (N=23)

t-Value
6.11796*
3.94305*
0.46992
3.42539*
7.39902*
4.39621*
1. 77540
0.37080
2.73227*
4.25484*
-0.61796
6.49933*
0.00000
1.16354
-0.81600
1.04561
1.55705
-2.86804*
0.43929
4.20765*
2.54539*
3.14800*
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culture and followed the DEOMI instructional block C-020 (see
Appendix C for the lesson plan).
Questionnaire "C"
This questionnaire was developed from questionnaire "8" and
the instructional block.

It had a total of ten questions and was

completed by all 23 participants who received the instructional block.
The questions on

qu~stionnaire

in questionnaire "B."

"C" were paired with specific questions

A comparison of these questions showed any

significant change in the participants' attitudes and thus correlated
to the validity of the instructional model.

The matching questions

from questionnaire "B" and "C" were:
Questionnaire "8"
(Section One)

Questionnaire "C"
1

None
10
13
19
22
14
15
16
17

2
3

4
5
6

7
8
9

10

11

The responses to questionnaire "C" are shown in Table 4.
Questionnaire

"~CO

was designed to indicate significant changes

in attitude by the participants between section one of questionnaire
"8" and questionnaire "C."

At the p

<

.05 level, questions 10/2,

13/3, 22/5, 14/6, 15/7, 16/8, 17/9, and 11/10 were significantly
different.

Attitudinal changes were expressed in the following areas:
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TABLE 4

Responses to Questionnaire "C"

l.

2.

3.

4.

5.

I have a better understanding of mi nority
cultures.
Strongly Agree
Agree
No Opinion
Disagree
Strongly Disagree
Cultural awareness is an important part of
effective management.
Strongly Agree
Agree
No Opinion
Di sagree
Strongly Disagree
As a staff officer, cultural diversities
of soliders is important knowledge.
Strongly Agree
Agree
No Opinion
Disagree
Strongly Disagree
Interracial communication enhances cultural
awareness.
Strongly Agree
Agree
No Opinion
Disagree
Strongly Disagree
Cultural awareness and experience in a leadership role have increased my effectiveness to
manage people.
Strongly Agree
Agree
No Opinion
Disagree
Strongly Disagree

Number

Percentage

10
12
1
0
0
23

43.48
52.17
4.34
0.00
0.00
99.99

15
8
0
0
0
23

65.22
34.80
0.00
0.00
0.00
100.02

13
10
0
0
0
23

56.52
43.48
0.00
0.00
0.00
100.00

14
6
3
0
0
23

60.87
26.09
13.04
0.00
0.00
100.00

12

52.17
47.83
0.00
0.00
0.00
100.00

11

0
0
0
23
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TABLE 4 (continued)
Number
6.

I have increased my knowledge of the Black
culture.
Strongly Agree
Agree
No Opinion
Disagree
Strongly Disagree

8
12
2
1

a

23
7.

8.

9.

10.

have increased my knowledge of the
Hispanic culture.
Strongly Agree
Agree
No Opinion
Disagree
Strongly Disagree
I have increased my knowledge of the
American Indian cultures.
Strongly Agree
Agree
No Opinion
Di sagree
Strongly Disagree
I have increased my knowledge of the Asian
American cultures.
Strongly Agree
Agree
No Opinion
Disagree
Strongly Di sagree
Understanding differences in cultures enhances
a greater understanding of the similarities.
Strongly Agree
Agree
No Opinion
Disagree
Strongly Disagree

8

Percentage

34.80
52.17
8.70
4.34
0.00
100.00

2
2
0
23

34.80
47.83
8.70
8.70
0.00
100.03

6
12
3
2
0
23

26.09
52.17
13.04
8.70
0.00
100.00

5

21 .74
47.83
17.39
13.04
0.00
100.00

11

11

4
3
0
23

13
10
0

a
a

23

56.52
43.48
O. 00
0.00
0.00
100. 00
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Question 2.

Cultural awareness is an important part of

effective management.
Question 3.

As a staff officer, cultural diversities of

soldiers is important knowledge.
Question 5.

Cultural awareness and experience in a leader-

ship role has increased my effectiveness to manage people.
Question 6.

I have increased my knowledge of the Black

Question 7.

I have increased my knowledge of the Hispanic

Question 8.

I have increased my knowledge of the American

culture.

cu lture.

Indian cultures.
Question 9.

I have increased my knowledge of the Asian

American cultures.
Question 10.

Understanding differences in cultures enhances

a greater understanding of the similarities.
The data on mean responses and t-values

for the questions

expressing attitudes comparing selected questions from questionnaire
"B," section one and questionnaire "C" are shown in Table 5.
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TABLE 5
Mean Responses and t-Values for Questions Expressing Attitudes
Comparing Selected Questions from Questionnaire "B","
Section One, and Questionnaire "C"

Ques t ion

Mean Response
Questionnaire B

Question

Mean Response
Questionnaire C

t-Value

1**
10

3.04

2

4.65

5.91097*

13

3.40

3

4.57

4.75413*

19

2.80

4

2.48

22

4.10

5

4.52

2.64695*

14

3.04

6

4.17

3.55084*

15

3.13

7

4.09

3.36208*

16

3.09

8

3.96

2.90963*

17

2.80

9

3.78

2.75587*

11

4.20

10

4.57

2.91237*

-0.25289

**Question 1 was an introductory question of no comparative value.
* Significant at p < .05 (df, 44), t = 2.021 (N=23)

CHAPTER VI
SUMMARY, CONCLUSIONS, AND IMPLICATIONS
Summary
Restatement of the Problem
The purpose of this study was to design an instructional model
for the Equal Opportunity program of the Nebraska Army National
Guard.

A second purpose, based on a review of the literature and

the accumulation of the data, was to test the operational utilization
of the model.
Review of the Nebraska Army National Guard
The Nebraska Army National Guard consists of approximately five thousand soldiers, located in 43 units in 33 sites throughout the state of Nebraska.

Geographically, the units are located in 27

counties and in or around 31 cities.
In addition to the above, the NE ARNG units have the following
common characteristics:
1.

Organizational structure outlining a chain of command

2.

Similar mission statements toward the common goal

3.

Structural adherence to Army regulations and policies

4.

Span of control under the Adjutant General of Nebraska

Review of Procedures
An analysis of the problem indicated the following steps
should be followed in the study:
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Review of literature.
reviewed and analyzed.

Literature of systems models was

The philosophy for the conceptual design of

the model was adopted from various theories advanced by experts.

The

framework, dimensions, and steps for action were adopted from several
existent systems models.

Literature on equal opportunity practices

for the Army was reviewed in order to provide equal opportunity
descriptors for the model's framework.
Questionnaire "A."

Questionnaire "A" was constructed for the

purpose of verifying the equal opportunity descriptors defined in the
literature and post organizational practices.

Twenty-nine members

of the Adjutant General's staff were asked to rank, in order of importance, and to agree or disagree with selective statements.

None

of the respondents had any prior knowledge of the model's physical
design.

Space on this questionnaire was provided for writing in

additional descriptors.

Questionnaire "A" consisted of 16 questions.

Questionnaire "8.".

Questionnaire "8" was constructed from

the respondents' responses to questionnaire "A."

An attitude scale

was constructed using the Likert technique of attitude scale construction.

The purpose of the scale was to determine attitudes of what "is,"

or currently exists, in equal opportunity practice (section one, questionnaire "8") and what "should be" in equal opportunity practice (section
two, questionnaire "8").

A t-test was utilized to determine if

significant differences in attitudinal responses existed between the
two sections of the questionnaire at the .05 level.

Questions dis-

playing a significant difference in attitudinal response (between what
"is" and what "should be" in equal opportunity practice) formed the

]

I
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study's instructional model's format and content.

Twenty-three re-

spondents participated in questionnaire "B."
Instructional block.

The instructional block was designed to

address those topics identified as being significant in questionnaire
"B."

The instructional block utilized EOMI's lesson plan format

and covered two and one-half hours.

The same 23 participants who

answered questionnaire "B" participated in the instructional block.
Questionnaire "C."

Questionnaire "C" was constructed to

determine changes in significant differences in attitudinal responses
as identified in questionnaire "B" and the instructional block.
It was designed to compare the means obtained by the same group under
two different conditions.

The measure was analyzed by the nonindependent

t-test through the difference between paired scores.
Schema of the instructional model.

The following outline

illustrates the instructional model by steps.

These steps were the

steps for the application of this model.
Step 1.

Design questionnaire "A" (to anticipated level
of participation, i.e., brigade, battalion,
company, or detachment)

Step 2.

Give questionnaire "A" to participants

Step 3.

Evaluate questionnaire "A"

Step 4.

Design questionnaire "B"

Step 5.

Evaluate questionnaire "B" (significant differences go into instructional model)

Step 6.

Develop instructional model and lesson plan

Step 7.

Give participants instructional model

Step 8.

Give participants questionnaire "C"

I

--

-------------------------
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Step 9.

Evaluate questionnaire "C"

Step 10. Provide additional resources to participants
if their collective responses indicate"
significant differences
Findings
The major findings from the data obtained from questionnaire
"A" identified the concerns of the respondents in the framework and
areas of the equal opportunity program and the way respondents
individually preferred to learn.

The respondents preferred seminars

and discussion-type learning experiences with audiovisual support.
The instructional model reflected this format.

Questionnaire "A"

was the template for the development of questionnaire "8."

It also

provided ownership and a self-interest for the model design and development for each respondent.

The collective responses were included in

questionnaire "B" and provided feedback to the respondents.

Question-

naire "A" also outlined the procedures of the model development in its
introductory letter.

The respondents ranked the responses and estab-

lished the following parameters of the design of their specific learning experience.
Analysis of questionnaire "A."
1.

Approximately 93 percent of the participants stated the

Army's Equal Opportunity program was worthwhile.
2.

Approximately 75 percent of the participants were confident

in their ability to be able to present a block of equal opportunity
instruction.
3. Eighty-three percent of the participants stated that previous
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equal opportunity training had a positive impact on them.
4.

Approximately half of the participants stated that social

problems in the military have not been exaggerated.

However, one-fourth

of the participants stated they thought they were exaggerated.
5.

Approximately 93 percent of the participants stated that

greater motivation was required for learning when their goals and those
of the organization in which they functioned were different.
6.

Approximately 93 percent of the participants stated an

individual's ability and qualifications should be the limiting factors
for that individual's success.
7.

Approximately 82 percent of the participants stated that

equal opportunity training did enhance combat readiness.
8.

Over 96 percent of the participants stated they did not

personally attach any degree of importance to their previous equal
opportunity training.
9.

Approximately 54 percent of the participants stated that

the Nebraka Army National Guard was facing more gender-related problems
than race-related problems.

Over 35 percent of the participants were

undecided on this issue.
10.

Approximately 70 percent of the participants equated

equal opportunity problems and poor leadership.
11.

The participants ranked the unit commander as the most

important individual in the Equal Opportunity program.
12.

Colleges as a group were cited as the most valuable

resource to assist in the promotion of effective equal opportunity
programs.
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13.

Troop information was ranked as the major area in

which equal opportunity plays an important role in the Army's image.
14.

Cultural awareness was cited as the major educational

and training requirement
15.

for the unit/section.

The respondents stated reading additional material was

the most effective means of changing an opinion/attitude about which
the individual feels strongly.
16.

Seminars were ranked as the most effective training

session.
Analysis of questionnaire "B."

Questionnaire B provided the

specific areas which the instructional model addressed.

Each group

entering the model established how, what, and when it received education in equal opportunity.

With the model starting at the apex of the

chain of command, coomand emphasis, both formally and informally,
directed the importance and seriousness of the process.
Through input from questionnaire "B," the model was directed
toward cultural awareness and specific input on the Black American,
Asian American, and Hispanic American cultures.

Together with the

formal guidance from questionnaire "A," the model was designed.

The

time allotment was negotiated with the Chief of Staff and letters were
sent to coordinate the instructional block.

Twelve questions from

questionnaire "B," significant at the .05 level, led the model design
(see Appendix C).
Analysis of the instructional block.

The instructional block

was formulated from the curriculum established at the Defense Equal
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Opportunity Management Institute.

The Institute's curriculum guide

was also the guide for the entire model, regardless of which ftrea of
equal opportunity the respondents pursued (see Appendix E for the
entire curriculum, available through the Defense Equal Opportunity
Management Institute).
The instructional block covered the subjects of understanding
culture by defining culture, race, and ethnicity and interpreting
the differences between race, culture, and ethnicity.

A distinction

was also made between subculture and overt and covert culture.

Two

other cognitives--understanding the conditioning effect of culture and
how it is manifested and the recognition of the dynamics which occur
in cross-cultural interactions--were also included.

Specifically,

the identification and explanation of the domains and aspects of
culture and the inappropriateness of stereotypes and value judgments in
defining and identifying culture were covered along with the distinction
between factual and perceived culture; acculturation processes and
potential problems in cross-cultural contact were viewed from a military
perspective.

These subjects were reinforced by the utilization of a

cultural matrix and a videotape of Dr. Morris Massey's "What You Are
Is Where You See."

Both lesson objectives stated on the lesson plan

were obtained.
Analysis of questionnaire "C."

Questionnaire "C" was designed

to determine if attitudinal changes were occurring.

From the responses

received from questionnaire "C" and personal comments from the
participants, significant changes had occurred.

Most participants
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stated they enjoyed the format and the methodology had greatly enhanced
their receptiveness for learning and evaluating their attitudes.
Conclusions
The findings of this study were based on top leadership of the
Nebraska Army National Guard, but the following conclusions may have
implications at all levels:
1.

The structure of the model and the methodology used to test

the model may be useful as a guide to further equal opportunity
training in a military environment.
2.

The model can be used to support the present educational

approaches in other areas of the military.
3.

Self-perceptions of stereotypes, prejudice, and emotional-

ism were changed by the process.
Implications
This study will provide the Nebraska Army National Guard an
educational vehicle for those curricula that deal with attitudes,
emotions, and feelings.

It will provide a participatory format

which will encourage ownership of the subject matter and group participation.

Since the Nebraska Army National Guard is but one of the 54

state and territorial organizations, this study will be forwarded to
the National Guard Bureau and the Department of the Army for review
and possible implementation on a national level.
The instructional model has more than equal opportunity applications.

It can be utilized by active components in the United
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States Army, National Guard units through the nation, and by unit
commanders who are on active duty or reserve status.

Based on the

results of this study, five recommendations were made:
1.

The implementation of this model be applied to other

military courses provided by the Nebraska Army National Guard, such
as Officer Candidate School or senior noncomissioned officer courses.
2.

The model be tested at a lower unit level or at a unit

that is not a staff organization.
3.

The instructional block be repeated if necessary so as to

maintain a maximum of 30 participants.
4.

The implementation of the model be supported by the unit

commander having the jurisdiction and responsibility for the unit.
The commander's participation is also essential.
5.

Automated data processing support be on line for mathe-

matical computations prior to implemention of the model.
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Cover Letters and Questionnaire "A"
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8 September 1984
SUBJECT:

Development of Equal Opportunity Instructional Model

1. You have been selected to participate in the development of an
instructional model for our Equal Opportunity Program. This project
is being supervised by Major Rodney Moore and will require your support.
2. The development of this instructional model will require your
participation in three questionnaires and a block of instruction. The
questionnaires are research instruments to specifically address your
concerns as a group in relation to goals and objectives of the Nebraska
Army National Guard.
3. The sequence of events of this project is initiated with the attached
questionnaire and will be followed by another questionnaire developed from
your responses on the first questionnaire.
These two instruments will
be the foundation for the development of the block of instruction which
you will then receive. The last questionnaire is designed to evalute
the entire process.
4. Your cooperation and support in this research development model
is greatly appreciated and will be instrumental in designing a training
technique that can be useful throughout the Nebraska National Guard.
/s/ James Carmona
James Carmona
Major General (NE)
The Adjutant General
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SUBJECT:

Development of Equal Opportunity Instructional Mode-Questionnaire "A"

1. I am conducting the survey to develop an instructional model for our
Equal Opportunity Program. You have been selected to participate in
this process by the Adjutant General.
2. The survey instrument was utilized to lessen the necessity for time
consuming meetings. The first survey instrument is designated questionnaire "A." This questionnaire has questions that require only a few minutes
to complete. Please check or fill in your responses as appropriate to
each question. Your responses are confidential and will be used solely
for the development of the instructional model.
3. Please respond to each question to the best of your ability with
your own perceptions, feelings, beliefs, and experiences. Do not
discuss the questions with others and if you do not understand a question,
please give me a telephone call at extension 123.
4. When you have completed your questionnaire, please look back over it
to see that you have not omitted anything. You may add comments if you
wish at the end of the last page. Return the questionnaire to me as soon
as possible.
5. Your next phase of participation will be questionnaire "B" which will
be developed from your responses in this questionnaire.
/s/ Rodney L. Moore
Rodney L. Moore
Maj, GSWT, NE ARNG
State Equal Opportunity Manager
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Please answer the questions before you begin questionnaire "A."
1.

What is your present pay grade?

a.
d.

E-1
E-2
E-3
E-4

f.
g.
h.
i.

e.

E-5

j.

b.

c.

2.

E-6
E-7
E-8
E-9
W01

k.
1.
m.
n.

CW2
CW3
CW4

o.

02

01

Age:
_ _ _ Years

2.

Gender/Sex:
a.
b.

4.

Race:
a.
b.
c.
d.
e.
f.

g.
h.
i.
j.

5.

Caucasion
Black
Spanish American __
American Indian
Puerto Rican
Fillipino
-Hawaiian - Eskimo
A1eutia-nOther

Civilian education, highest completed:
a.
b.
c.
d.
e.

6.

Ma 1e
Fema1-e-

High Schoo1/GED
Associate's Degree-Bachelor's Degree - Master's Degree - Doctorate Degree--

Years of Military Service:

a.

1- 5

e.

6-10
c. 11-15
d. 16-20

f.
g.

b.

h.

21-25
26-30
31-35
36 and above

p.

03

q.

04

r.

05
06

s.
t.

07 or 08
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National Army National Guard Survey
Questionnaire "A"
This survey questionnaire will take a few minutes to complete. All
information will be held in strict confidence. You are assured anonymity, since only grouped responses will be utilized.
In responding to the questions, please be certain to use your own
perceptions; that is your feelings, beliefs, and experiences. You cooperation in this project is greatly appreciated.
PART I
Please check only one choice per question.
1.

The Army's Equal Opportunity program is worthwhile.
a. Strongly Agree
b. Agree
-c. Undecided
d. Disagree - e. Strongly Disagree

2.

Please rate the degree of confidence which you have in being
able to present a block of equal opportunity instruction.
a. Extremely Confident
b. Confident
-c. Undecided
d. Skeptical-e. Very Skeptical __

3.

My previous equal opportunity training has had a positive impact
on me.
a. Strongly Agree
b. Agree __
-c. Undeci ded
d. Di sagree - e. Strongly Disagree __

4.

Racial problems in the military have been greatly exaggerated.
a. Strongly Agree
b. Agree __
-c. Undecided
d. Di sagree - e. Strongly Di sagree __

5.

Greater motivation is required for learning when there is a difference between an individual's goals and objectives and those of the
organization in which the individual must function.
a. Strongly Agree__
d. Di sagree __
b. Agree __
e. Strongly Disagree __
c. Undecided

